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Students propose 
diversity initiative 
BY ANNE K. WALTERS 
Staff Writer 
Every student at the college, from music ma-
jors to physical therapy majors, may be required 
to take classes on diversity issues in the future. 
The Student Government Association is 
examining ways to ensure that all students 
at the college, regardless of school or major, 
are exposed to diversity within their acade-
such as race, class, sexual orientation and po-
litical views - no one class can adequately ad-
dress all issues related to diversity. She said that 
ideally students would be able to choose from 
a wide variety of courses related to diversity 
in order to fulfi 11 the requirement. 
"Just one class misses the point. It turns into 
a tolerance class or a sensitivity class. That is 
the opposite of what this is going to be," she 
said. "A political correctness class is ridiculous." 
'' Just one class 
The idea was first se-
riously discussed in the 
Bias-Related Incidents 
mic programs. But the 
college still has a long 
way to go before a di-
versity requirement be-
comes a reality. 
misses the point. It turns Task Force in Fall 2000, 
which was created to 
"It's to make sure 
that every student who 
graduates from Ithaca 
College has been in a 
space where they can 
discuss certain issues," 
said junior Danielle 
D' Abate, Student Gov-
ernment Association 
vice president of acade-
mics. "So everybody is 
into a tolerance class or a formulate responses to 
bias-related incidents, 
said junior Eric Lieb, a 
member of the Diversity 
Awareness Committee. 
Last year, the cam-
pus's focus changed 
following Sept. 11 and 
Student Government Association so the idea was not dis-
Vice President of Academics cussed in depth, he 
sensitivity class ... a 
political correctness 
I • 'd' I '' c,ass 1s n 1cu ous. 
-DANIELLE D'ABATE 
prepared in their preprofessional world to be 
able to work within a global community." 
said. The new provost, 
SGA's executive board platform and the Di-
versity Awareness Committee have now 
made it easier for the diversity requirement 
to fall into place, Lieb said. 
The provost is currently considering a pro-
posal to create a collegewide committee made 
up of students. faculty and staff to investigate 
a diversity cour e requirement, said D'Abate, 
who ran as part of the Cynosure party in last 
spring's SGA elections. The party advocated 
a diversity requirement as part of its platform. 
The SGA Academic Committee is cur-
rently exploring the option of a diversity re--
quirement by examining what other institutions 
have done to implement similar requirements, 
D' Abate said. She attended an American As-
sociation of Colleges and Universities con-
ference about diversity last month with Larry 
Shinagawa, director of the Center for the Study 
of Culture, Race and Ethnicity. 
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FRESHMEN LEAH KNIGHT, left, and Stacey Kilton take advantage of the free· 
pumpkin carving at IC After Dark's Halloween events last Thursday. 
D 'Abate said that she would initially like 
students to be required to take one course that 
would address some topic concerning di-
versity. Many of the courses currently offered 
by departments such as politics and sociol-
ogy could fit this criteria, she said. 
But D' Abate also said she believes that be-
According to conference information, 60 
percent of colleges are currently working to 
develop a diversity requirement, she said. 
Whooping cough 
found on campus 
BY KELLI B. GRANT 
News Editor 
In the midst of cold and flu sea-
son, a highly contagious and un-
common disease has taken hold ia 
Tompkins County. 
According to a campuswide e-mail 
sent out by Health Center Director 
David Newman Friday, at least one case 
of pertussis, better known as whooping 
cough, has been identified on campus. 
Karen Bishop of the Tompkins Coun-
ty Health Department confirmed that 
there are two cases at the college, part 
of a countywide outbreak of more than 
70 cases since July. 
"Each year we usually only see 
zero or one case," she said. "To have 
an outbreak of this magnitude is un-
usual for us." 
Initial symptoms are similar to 
those of the common cold, but 
coughing fits last longer, causing the 
"whoop" from which the disease 
gets its name. It is not life-threaten-
ing, Bishop said. 
The names of the infected indi-
viduals have not been released, but ac-
cording to the e-mail, antibiotic 
treatment is recommended for anyone 
who has had close contact with a per-
son who may be infected. 
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cause diversity encompasses so many issues - See GROUP, Page 4 
'Broadcast storms' cloud college network 
BY KATIE MOORE 
Staff Writer 
Ithaca College has a new 
form of inclement weather. 
"Broadcast storms" have been 
causing intermittent network 
performance problems all over 
campus. 
The "storms," as they were 
called in an e-mail sent to all stu-
dents from the Office of Infor-
mation Technology, are "high 
volumes of traffic originating 
from one or more devices con-
nected to our network." 
Michael Taves, director of 
academic computing and client 
services, said denial service at-
tacks are one cause of the 
storms. These attacks are re-
peated requests triggered by a 
computer somewhere on the In-
ternet to a server in order to cre-
ate so much traffic that the 
server cannot operate. 
Instructional Service Librarian 
John Henderson said network 
trouble has been an issue for the 
past few years, but that this year 
"the interruption seems to be more 
frequent." During periods when 
the network is slow or down, Hen-
derson has tried to help students 
and faculty to find other alterna-
tives to accessing the periodical 
database for the library. 
In order to compensate for the 
slow network, Henderson said he 
has used other sources besides 
those online to show students 
the books or information 
they seek but added that this 
is frustrating for all parties 
involved. 
Only a few computers 
carrying denial service 
attack viruses are nec-
essary to slow the 
entire network, said 
Taves. Students ' 
computers can 
download the 
attackers with-
out even 
knowing it. 
"The most 
common way is 
by people download-
ing things that look innocent 
to them and are presented to them 
in a way that looks innocent," 
Taves said. 
Anonymous game servers are 
one way to download the denial 
service attacks, but Taves said the 
CLASSIFIED ••• 21 COMICS ••• 22 
main way is through peer-to-peer 
services, such as Blubster 
and KazaA. Some of 
the servers set 
up an 
empty 
folder in the 
student's computer 
by default, which is immediate-
OPINION ••• 12 
ly accessible and searchable to 
any person who wishes to add or 
take files. 
"It's sort of like living in an 
apartment building and leaving 
your door open all the time for 
anybody to deposit whatever 
they want to in your apart-
ment without your 
knowledge, or 
take things from 
it," Taves said. "The 
most important thing 
students can do to pro-
tect themselves, their 
computers, and the col-
lege network is to have 
virus protection." 
Three out of the four com-
puters found with denial ser-
vice attacks last week had no 
See BANDWIDTH, Page 4 
REBECCA GARDNERffHE ITHACAN 
FLIERS ENCOURAGING 
members of the Ithaca 
College community to boy-
cott the Office of Academic 
Computing and Client 
Services were put up last 
week by an unknown group 
in response to problems with 
the college's network. 
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National 
and lnternation I s 
but Netanyahu bluntly advised Sharon against trying to pre-
side for that long over an unstable coalition that would be 
plagued by the competing demands of small factions. 
Bush looks to rebuild support for war 
The Bush administration, anticipating a successful U.N. 
Security Council vote on an Iraq resolution, plans to em-
bark soon on a campaign to build public support in the Unit-
ed States to challenge and most likely unseat Iraqi Presi-
dent Saddam Hussein, U.S. officials said. 
At a time when polls suggest declining enthusiasm for 
a U.S.-led military assault on Saddam, top officials will 
urge opinion makers to focus on Saddam's actions in re-
sponse to the U.N. resolution on weapons inspections. They 
aim to regain momentum and prepare the · political 
ground for his forcible ouster, if necessary. 
The public relations effort "has to focus on all the 
things that have gone on in Iraq, the threats it presents 
and the way people have had to live. And the fact that 
things could be a lot better if he wasn't around," a se-
nior Bush administration official said. 
With the administration's blessing, a new group is form-
ing to press the case in the United States and Europe for eject-
ing Saddam from power. Called the Committee for the Lib-
eration of Iraq, the organization is modeled on a successful 
lobbying campaign to expand the NATO alliance. 
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MOHAMMED MAQBOOL, 60, carves many tombstones for shaheed, or martyrs in the Kashmir region. 
Maqbool says he is used to hearing about peace, but doubts he'll live to see it. 
Antitrust case· ruling favors Microsoft 
Microsoft Corp. won a resounding victory in its antitrust 
case Friday after a federal judge in Washington rejected 
and at times belittled efforts by state prosecutors to im-
pose stiffer sanctions on the company than it agreed to in 
a settlement with the Justice Department. 
Martyr deaths continue in Kashmir from India, vowing to keep up a struggle that has cost 60,000 lives since 1989. 
While pundits hope a recent election in the Indian-held 
part of Kashmir will help end 13 years of secessionist vi-
olence, Mohammed Maqbool, 60, says he knows better. 
Maqbool takes his cue from his work, and the five or so 
tombstones he carves each day for "shaheed," or martyrs, 
showing no signs of a letup. · 
"I'm sure peace won't come for a long time," the grave- . 
stone maker said, chipping away at a chunk of a local rock 
called devar. "I've become an old man hearing about peace 
over and over again. I doubt I'll liv~ long enough to see it." 
Netanyahu seeks foreign minister post 
Benjamin Netanyahu, one of Israel's best-known and 
, most popular politicians, said Sunday that he was will-
ing to accept the job of foreign minister in Prime Min-
ister Ariel Sharon's government but imposed a stringent 
condition: early elections. 
Netanyahu told longtime rival Sharon that the prime min-
ister should face vott;rs early next year and seek to increase 
the number of parliament seats he controls, rather than woo 
small parties to keep a narrow governing coalition together. 
U.S. District Court Judge Colleen Kollar-Kotelly em-
braced, with minor changes, the settlement struck last win-
ter aimed at addressing Microsoft's violations of antitrust 
laws. Her series of rulings, the latest in the most bitterly 
fought antitrust case in a generation, represents a remarkable 
legal turnaround for a company that two years ago faced 
the prospect of being broken up. 
A few blocks away, a cemetery devoted to martyrs 
on the edge of Srinagar's Idgah fairgrounds has only a 
few plots left. 
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ual calls for a body to be washed at home, wrapped in a 
white shroud and brought to the graveyard. In the case of 
Sharon's 20-month partnership with the center-left La-
bor Party collapsed last week, leaving him scrambling to 
-andaew parliamentary allies and fill key posts at a time 
when Israel is locked in combat with the Palestinians and 
a potential U.S. war with Iraq is on the horizon. 
The agreement, which imposes a series of restrictions on 
Microsoft's business practices, was widely assailed as a sell-
out and filled with loopholes by an array of legal scholars and 
Microsoft's corporate competitors. Nine states and Washington, 
D.C., refused to sign onto the deal and ptrrSued additional sanc-
tions, arguing that Microsoft was a serial lawbreaker that coo\d 
not be trusted to live by a weak, vague agreement. 
After a federal appeals court ruling that Microsoft had com-
mitted numerous anti-competitive acts in quashing a rival 
Internet browser and other technologies, they asked the judge 
to protect technologies that might not yet pose a threat toMi-
crosoft, but might soon in the fast-moving digital age. 
shaheed, however, washing isn't .necessary because the body 
already is considered pure. 
In mid-October, voters in Jammu and Kashmir oust-
ed the entrenched National ConfereQ.ce Party. Since then, 
India has pulled back some of its troops from its tense 
border with Pakistan, which has pledged to do likewise. 
But Islamic militants continue to call for independence 
Sharon has turned to right-wing figures as the mainstays 
of his new Cabinet, picking retired anny chief Shaul Mofaz 
as defense minister and offering the Foreign Ministry to Ne-
tanyahu, who served as prime minister from 1996 to 1999 
and had been expected to challenge Sharon for leadership 
of their conservative Likud Party before the next elections. 
Elections do nothave to be held until a year from now, 
Source: Los Angeles Times and The Washington Post 
News Service 
News 
Briefs 
Alumna will share knowledge 
of film production industry 
An Ithaca alumna will share her experi-
ences with and knowledge of the entertain-
ment industry in a speech today at noon in 
Park Hall, room 220. 
Sandra Gordon '92 will give a talk titled 
"Action! Establishing Your Career in Film and 
Television Production," which is also the name 
of her recently published book on the topic. 
Gordon, who has worked on the television 
series "Party of Five," the feature film 
"Rudy" and other productions, will offer tips 
and ideas for building a career in entertainment. 
Her talk, which is intended for anyone 
looking for a first job or career change, will 
address a variety of topics including resume 
writing, how to keep a job and how to ad-
vance in a chosen career. 
Gordon is currently a producer for The 
Whitehouse, a production company that de-
velops creative editorial content for com-
mercials, documentaries and music videos. 
Symposium to address ~ssues 
of race, culture and health 
A two-day research symposium address-
ing the relationships among the politics of 
race, culture and health will be held on 
Wednesday and Thursday. 
B. Lee Green, associate professor of health 
and kinesiology at Texas A&M University, 
will give a keynote speech titled "The Pur-
suit of Racial Equity in Health Care: Creat-
ing the Climate for Change" on Wednesday 
at 7 p.m. in Textor 101. 
A specialist in minority participation in 
clinical studies, Green has been an inves-
tigator on projects for organizations such 
as the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention and the National Cancer Center. 
Professors from various colleges and uni-
versities, including Ithaca College faculty Zil-
lah Eisenstein, professor of politics, and 
Brooke Olson, assistant professor of an-
thropology, will give presentations next 
Thursday in Emerson Suites. 
The symposium will be sponsored by the 
Department of Health Policy Studies in col-
laboration with the Office of Multicultur-
al Affairs, and co-sponsor~d by the de-
partments of Health Promotion and Human 
Movement and Politics. 
For more information, call the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs at 27 4-1692. 
Center seeks literary works 
for fund-raising publication 
The Center for Crime, Violence and Sex-
ual Assault is seeking essays, short stories and 
articles from members of the campus com-
munity, which will be compiled in a booklet 
and sold to raise money for the center. 
Contributions should be relevant to top-
ics such as sexual assault, domestic violence, 
healthy relationships and abuse surviV&i. 
The Rape Awareness Committee will be ac-
cepting writing contributions through Dec. 6. 
· Anonymous contributions will be accepted. 
For more information or to submit a piece 
of writing, e-mail Jen Richardson at 
jrichardson@ithaca.edu. 
Role of public art in Ithaca 
to be discussed in workshop 
The Ithaca Downtown Partnership will host 
a workshop addressing the role of public art 
in the community on Monday from 7 to 9 p.m. 
at the Women's Community Building. 
Gary.Ferguson, executive director ofltha-
ca Downtown Partnership, will give a pre-
sentation on how other cities use public art and 
how downtown Ithaca plans to use it to revi-
talize the central business district. 
Local artists and business leaders will of-
f er their perspectives on the presentation of 
community art and will lead a group dis-
cussion at the free public event. 
The workshop will be sponsored by New 
York State Electric & Gas Corporation and 
the City of Ithaca's Public Art and Design 
Commission. 
For more information, call the Ithaca 
Downtown Partnership at 277-867?. 
Peer-run group offers support 
for sufferers of depression 
A depression support group will be meet-
ing the first and third Thursday of each month 
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in the Finger Lakes In-
dependence Center at 609 W. Clinton St. 
All interested community members are 
invited to participate in the peer-run, con-
fidential group, which will .hold its next 
meeting today. 
Designed to help individuals suffering from 
depression get through difficult times, the group 
provides support for those individuals who are 
among the 19 million Americans who expe-
rience some form of depression each year. 
For more information, call Debby Brady 
at FLIC at 272-2433. 
. CORRECTIONS 
It is The lthacan's policy to correct 
all errors of fact. Please contact 
Assistant News Editor Emily Paulsen 
at 274-3207. 
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Rethinking education 
Student teachers learn new lessons 
BY NICOLE GERRING 
Staff Writer 
Three boys stand in a line, each 
assigned a particular role. One 
may not open his eyes, one may not 
speak and the last must face away 
from the chalkboard. 
Given such barriers, a game of 
hangman looks pretty impossible. 
But junior Aaron Kaufman is 
showing these students how team-
work can bridge gaps in social skills 
that formerly seemed impassable. 
In the hangman exercise, each stu-
dent must consult the others in any 
way they can to arrive at a solution. 
"What did you do well?" Kauf-
man asks the students. "What 
could you have done differently?" 
Kaufman, who is spending his se-
mester student teaching at an area 
school to help students with speech 
and communication disorders, said 
this activity teaches the boys how to 
effectively communicate their 
thoughts and emotions. He is one of 
591 students at the college enrolled 
in the Center for Teacher Education, 
186 of whom will graduate withed-
ucation degrees this spring. 
Three of the schools - Human-
fries and Sciences, Health Sciences 
and Human Performance and Mu-
sic - offer teaching options, and in 
an effort to meet state accreditation 
requirements by 2004, the center is 
re-evaluating the ways in which it 
trains future educators. 
ALLISON ROBERTSON/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR AARON KAUFMAN leads his class in a game of hangman. Kaufman student teaches at a local 
school to fulfill requirements set by the Center for Teacher Education. 
student teaching experience that lat-
er led to my profession today, which 
I'm very happy doing." 
Tempesta said that although 
H&S has kept its program offerings 
constant, the outside world has 
changed. Now, students must be pre-
pared to teach students of different 
ethnicities, socioeconomic back-
grounds and life goals, she said. 
Glander said that right now 
there is a growing emphasis on giv-
ing students experience in diverse 
environments, such as inner city, 
rural or culturally diverse school 
districts. All education students are 
required by the state to complete 
100 hours of fieldwork , which in-
. eludes classroom observation, tu-
toring and student teaching. 
Music school graduate David 
Yusko '93 said student teaching 
trained him to deal with sponta-
neous situations. 
"There is something very syn-
thetic about student teaching," 
Yusko said. "You walk into a class-
room someone else has set up, with 
mks that they created, often work-
ing with material the teacher has se-
lected, and the students know that if 
they step out of line that the 'real' 
teacher will squash them flat. There 
is an immeasurable amount left to be 
learned, but it is a good starting point. 
True life experience is, and will al-
ways be, the master teacher." 
All colleges and universities in 
New York state that offer teacher ed-
ucation programs must comply 
with statewide accreditation re-
quirements by Feb. 2, 2004, said 
Tunothy Glander, director of the Cen-
ter for Teacher Education. The col-
lege has never been officially ac-
credited in teacher training, said Pa-
tricia Tempesta, assistant professor of 
teacher education, but it has recent-
ly ~hosen to undergo the Regents Ac-
creditation for Teacher Education -
a relatively new form of evaluation. 
ing their strengths and weaknesses 
this year in a mandatory self-study. 
"We'll be in a leadership posi-
tion," he said. "We're one of the 
first to go through this program and 
self-study. It's a chance to explore 
our programs and practices, cele-
brate what we're doing well and 
look at ourselves critically." 
"Accreditation is a lot of 
work," Donohue said. "But, like 
many things that involve work and 
self-evaluation, we'll be all the 
better for it." 
teacher ed," Tempesta said. 
Teaching graduates have found 
work around the country, Tempes-
ta said. A number of Ithaca gradu-
ates have stayed in the local area, 
such as Jason Trumble '92, who 
now teaches ninth and 11th grade 
social studies at Ithaca High 
School. Trumble said the col-
lege•s teaching program served him 
Besides student teaching, Glander 
said the center is partnering with lo-
cal schools in unique ways. For ex-
ample, Project LookSharp encour-
ages college faculty to worlc with area 
schools in building media literacy. 
Other special programs in-
clude the college's affiliation with 
the F . 
· well in the work world. 
Glander said departments withed-
ucation concentrations are evaluat-
Teacher education faculty 
must review the ways in which 
their program meets the upcoming 
state standards, said Louise 
Donohue, professor of modem 
languages and literature. 
Tempesta, who now serves as the 
coordinator of center outreach pro-
grams and heads the Humanities and 
Sciences Teacher Education program, 
said demands on teachers have 
grown significantly since she began 
her career as an education professor 
and administrator 30 years ago. 
"You don't sit back and let the 
moss grow under your feet in 
"I walked out very satisfied 
with my preparation," Trumble 
said. "I thought it was a reward-
ing four years that culminated in a 
in Harlem, t artners tp m 
Teaching initiative and the COM-
PASS math education program. 
Through these programs, the cen-
ter would like to branch out into the 
community to heal the "false di-
chotomy" that is often drawn be-
tween teachers of different age 
groups, Glander said. 
Center director brings 
experience in education 
BY NICOLE GERRING 
Staff Writer 
After moving between various jobs in dif-
ferent localities, Tunothy Glander has decided 
to settle at Ithaca College to continue his life-
long pursuit - education. 
As the new director for the Center of 01...-~ help to ere-
legetoobblita!tiNlinilt:andexpdll-.:.,, 
'7bere's an old adage that you don't bioi, 
something until you've been called upon to 
teach it," Glander said. 
He said he plans to help the college fulfill 
upcoming accreditation standards, work 
with the Division of Interdisciplinary Studies 
to connect similar programs and implement 
new opportunities for students here. 
While Glander is working to preparing 
young adult minds for the world of teaching, 
home he is dedicated to developing another 
mind - that of his 6-year-old 
, Maria-Lian. 
"She's our pride and joy," he said. "She just 
ltlrted first grade. Kids at that age, everything 
IS oew to them. It's exciting to be around her." 
Olander's lifelong passion for learning 
from experiences as a student, 
and administrator. 
created teacher education programs 
th College in Rochester and 
Rockburst University in Kansas City, 
Mo., before coming to Ithaca. 
The Detroit native said he didn't know 
what he wanted to do when he left for 
Michigan State University, but he eventu-
ally earned a bachelor's degree in human-
ities at MSU. He said his study of English, 
philosophy and history there changed his 
perception of education. 
"We see high school as a holding tank, we 
treat social events with a lot of significance, 
and something is then lost," Glander said. 
"Like many undergraduates, learning became 
exciting .. I couldn't get enough of books." 
lie said his first job at a standardized 
y ~t him the faults of re-
lying solely on lllUltiple choice tests to eval-
uate student work. Olander said he disliked 
the way in which ·standardized tests restrict 
a student's self-expression. 
"It was clear that it was a business," he 
said. "I'm very critical of those standardized 
tests. Our students are not customers. 
They're not products moving through a sys-
tem. The consequences of our work are much 
deeper than reflected in those tests." 
Glander returned to the classroom to earn 
his master's degree in the philosophy of edu-
cation at Columbia University. While he was 
there, he seized an opportunity for temporary 
teaching licensure from the state board of ed-
ucation. A shortage of teachers allowed him 
to dive into teaching at a high school in Queens. 
This full-time position inspired him to con-
tinue his education, Glander said, so he and 
his wife returned to the Midwest, where he 
earned his doctorate in the history of educa-
tion at the University of Illinois. From there, 
he went on to teach at Nazareth. 
Glander said he decided to come to ltha-
ELIZABETH MITCHELL/THE ITHACAN 
TIMOTHY GLANDER, the new director of the Center for Teacher Education, sits in his 
office in the Towers Concourse. Glander is the center's first permanent full-time director. 
ca because he saw many possibilities for 
development within the college's Center for 
Teacher Education. 
"It's a great institution," he said. "I see this 
as a great place for teacher education. We 
have a lot of opportunities on the horizon." 
Glander said he looks forward to ex-
panding the reach of the center in the future, 
specifically the master's degree offerings and 
elementary education opportunities. 
Both prospective and current students have 
expressed an interest in studying early child-
hood education, Glander said, particularly in 
departments in the School of Humanities and 
Sciences. Currently, Ithaca College only of-
fers elementary certification in the School of 
Music and the School of Health Sciences and 
Human Performance. 
Patricia Tempesta, assistant professor of 
teacher education and chairwoman of the 
committee that selected Glander, said she 
looks forward to the ways in which he may 
develop the center she formerly advised as 
interim director. 
"There will be expectations on the cen-
ter that weren't there in the past because now 
we have a full-time director," Tempesta said. 
"One of his tasks this year is to work with 
all programs across campus to help us pre-
pare the accreditation self-study." 
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Group garners ideas 
at academic conference 
Continued from Page 1 
"Let's not be part of that 60 
percent," D' Abate said. "Let's be 
part of the percent that has this 
implemented." 
The SGA committee also 
plans to work with the Office of 
Institutional Research to develop 
a climate survey in order to mea-
sure students' feelings toward a di-
versity requirement. D' Abate 
said she hopes the survey is 
ready by this spring. 
tice as quickly as the student 
committee would like. 
"I would caution that the 
process of curriculum reform is 
slow," Bardaglio said. "We are 
looking at at least a two-year time 
table, but I understand why stu-
dents are .anxious to see results. 
The president and I have talked 
about it and she is aware of 
strong student sentiments." 
Peter Bardaglio, provost and 
vice president for academic affairs, 
said developing a core set of 
courses for all students, including 
a diversity requirement, is some-
thing that should be looked at in the 
institutional plan. But he added that 
the idea may not be put into prac-
Shinagawa said the college 
needs to be careful that it does not 
allow the diversity requirement to 
become too watered down. For ex-
ample, at the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkley, students choose 
from several hundred classes for 
their diversity requirement, but 
there are no standards to ensure these 
courses are adequately addressing 
diversity issues, Shinagawa said. 
LIZ VETRANO/THE ITHACAN 
THE SGA ACADEMICS COMMITTEE, headed by junior Danielle D' Abate, third from right, Student 
Government Association vice president of academics, Is working on a proposal similar to ones at 
other colleges, which require all students to take courses about diversity. 
Bandwidth limited in response to increased peer-to-peer sharing 
Continued from Page 1 
virus protection, he said. A virus scan is 
available and free to download on the Itha-
ca server. 
A high volume of peer-to-peer sharing, 
even when not involving denial service at-
tack viruses, is enough to "bring our 
router to its knees" by flooding it with traf-
fic, Taves said. 
When N apster first came out a few years 
ago, Taves said it created problems for cam-
pus networks nationwide. Since then, more 
sophisticated techniques for file sharing 
have increased the problem, he said. 
In order to deal with high volumes of 
peer-to-peer sharing, Ithaca and most other 
campuses installed a bandwidth, which limits 
the amount of access available to these services. 
For now, Taves said the college is look-
ing at adjusting the bandwidth according to 
the tillle of day - allocating more of it to 
ResNet in the evening while granting more 
access to faculty and academic purposes dur-
ing the day. Taves hopes this solution may 
clear up some of the Internet traffic within a 
few days but said the larger issues of denial 
service attacks and peer-to-peer disguises are 
still being analyzed. 
"It's a balance between trying to,provide 
a 
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-AL'S 
PIZZA 
students with adequate performance on the 
network without irresponsibly paying for 
banowidth," Taves said. 
That leaves students and faculty to tem-
porarily deal with the problem on their own. 
Anonymous students have posted signs 
advocating a boycott of the Office of Acad-
emic Computing and Client Services "until 
your Internet works," and senior Jonathan 
Guttman has started a petition against the 
slow connection speed. 
The petition addresses "the lack of qual-
ity on ResNet" and claims that New York 
state universities offer faster connections 
without blocking file sharing. 
Center Haircutters 
Hair Studio 
ffln~. 11111 .mm $ fi~ 8' 0 ~tii~ 
of :JC<Liiic«-Uint 
Open Mon. - Sat. 
Located in Center Ithaca · 
The Commons 
phone: 272-8685 
Guttman said he and other students have 
collected approximately 300 signatures, and 
will present the document to the Residence 
Hall Association, Student Government · As-
sociation and President Peggy R. Williams 
once they have collected 1,000 signatures. 
"What prompted the petition is the 
chronic problems we have had on ResNet 
since classes have started and a lack of re-
sponse from ACCS when I called them," 
Guttman said. "The school claims they offer 
a high-speed connection, and they don't." 
Opinion Editor Michelle Theis and Staff 
Writer Emily Liu contributed to this story. 
• Ithaca Books 
Huge Academic and 
Leisure Selection 
Buying & Selling 7 Days a Week 
11 lA TI1e Commons - 277-4886 
Ithaca's Quality Used Book Store 
BETHEL GROVE BIBLE CHURCH 
1763 SLATERVILLE ROAD (RT. 79E), ITHACA 
277-3333 or BG@BG.ORG 
A NON-DENOMINATIONAL CHRIST-CENTERED CHURCH 
SERVING COMMUNITY AND CAMPUS 
Non-formal Worship Service 
Educational Opportunities (Nursery-Adult) 
Traditional Worship Service 
Dec, 23. 3Q & Jail, 6 
Worship Service 9:30 a.m. 
Please visit our Web site! www.bg.org 
8:30a.m. 
10:00a.m. 
11:15 a.m. 
Art Matrix and 
Lightlink Internet 
( 607) 277-0959_ 
www.lightllnk.com 
Web Hosting $10/month, $100/year 
No Domains, 1 E-mail, 25 Megs, SSL, CGI 
Dialup $20/month, $200/year 
56K, 6 E-mails, News, 25Megs, SSL, CGI 
Domains, $10/month, $100/year 
HELP ·wANTED-STOP IN TO APPLY 
"'·212-3448 10 E-mails, 25 m~ per domain 
Clip and Save 110~ Danby Road 
, -:r 
Business High Speed $250/month, $2500/year 
S Gigs free, $10/Gig, Unlimited E-mails, News, DNS 
Large Cheese PIZZI ' la.,99 You mu,sffuentiQ~ad when ordering and present it upon purchase! Colocations $250/month, $2500/year 3 Machines, S Gigs free, $10/Gig, 24x7 Access, DNS 
Tax included. . , . Expires Dec. 31, 2002. Not valid with any other offer. 
L----------~..:.-_ _____________ :·~·-~---------~ Want Interne_t? Get Lfghtlink. 
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Joining a global celebratio:p. 
BY VANESSA MOLINA 
Staff Writer 
In an effort to promote global 
awareness, the college has sched-
uled its second annual One World 
Celebration to coincide with In-
ternational Education Week. 
One Worl9 Celebration, spon-
sored by organizations including the 
Office of International Programs 
Week from Nov. 18 to 22 in an ef-
fort to recognize international ed-
ucation and exchange. 
Events at Ithaca College began 
Tuesday night with the International 
Film Festival showing the Greek 
film "Landscape in the Mist." 
Diana Dimitrova, assistant di-
rector for international student 
services, said the events are a cel-
ebration of understanding other cul-
tures and and the Center 
for the Study of 
Culture, Race '' The idea is to put ~~~:c:~t!~~ 
broad cultural and Ethnicity, out the word and get 
includes fairs, experiences. 
photo exhibits, 
panel discus-
sions and films. 
The col-
students to start think-
ing globally. '' 
"The 
idea is to put 
out the word 
and get stu-
-DIANA DIMITROVA dents to start lege's program 
coincides with a Assistant Director for 
worldwide ini- International Student Services 
thinking more 
globally," 
Dimitrova said. tiative to incor-
porate internationalism in education. 
U.S. Secretary of State Colin 
Powell and S_ecretary of Education 
Rod Paige called for the celebration 
of the International Education 
One of the larger activities 
planned for the celebration is an 
international fair next Thursday in-
volving clubs and organizations 
from the college. Informati~nal ta-
bles will be set up to encourage in-
terested students to pursue a 
cross-cultural exchange or a 
study abroad experience. 
Dimitrova said she is saddened 
when she hears graduating seniors 
say they wish they could have stud-
ied abroad or participated in an ex-
change program, or learned more 
about other cultures. 
Junior Elias Saba is one of near-
ly 200 international students at the 
college and part of the Ithaca Op-
portunity Program for minorities. 
After attending the film screening 
Tuesday, he said he enjoys the di-
verse community the college has to 
offer. He said international students, 
as well as students that have stud-
i'ed abroad can help educate others. 
Knowledge of other cultures is 
essential in a globalized society, 
Saba said. 
"In this day and age there is a lot 
of misunderstanding in the world," 
he said. "It is important to educate 
people about other cultures so that 
we can eradicate ethnocentric 
stereotypes and ~sconceptions." 
WAREHOUSE SALE ! 
0 
9AM-8PM 
Tuesday - Friday 
9AM-5.PM 
Saturday 
Fashions.from the pages of the 
J.Crew Catalog up to 70% off!! 
Former Wholesale Depot 
Triphammer Mall 
2325 N. Triphammer Rd. 
lthac.a, NY 14850 
DIRECTIONS 
From Rte 13 North; Exit at N. Triphammer Rd., turn. right at the light and the 
entrance to the Triphammer Mall is on your left. The sate is locateq in the 
Northeast comer of the mall next to Creative Kid·s. ' 
.From Rte 13 South: Exit at N. Triphammer Rd., tum left at the light and the 
entrance. to the Triphammer Mall is on your left The sale is located in the 
Northeast comer of the mall next to Creative Kids. 
We accept Visa, Mastercard, 
American Express, / .. Crew Credit Cards, 
Caslt and Check (witl1 proper ID) 
Includes lnegulars, Damaged & Cu.stonier Returns 
THE ITHACAN 5 
-
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
Today -"Civmzational Thinking and Modernity: Crisis of Cultural · 
Narratives in Islamic Societies" speech at 7 p.m. in Klingenstein Lounge, 
Campus Center. 
Friday - "Three Kings" film showing at 5 p.m. in Clark Lounge, 
Campus Center. 
"In the _Mood" f.ilm showing at 7:30 p.m. in Park Auditorium. 
Saturday - "Lagaan: Once Upon a Time in lridia" film show.ing at 
7 p.m. in Park Auditorium. ' • ,. 
Sunday - "Amores Perras" film showing at 3 p.m. in Park Auditorium. 
"Lawrence of Arabia" film showing at 6 p.m. in Park Auditorium. 
Next Thursday - International Fair and Photo Exhibition from 1 O 
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Campus Center lobby. 
''The Impact of 9/11 on International Education" faculty colloquium 
. from 12:10 to 1 p.m. in Clark Lounge, Campus Center. 
Nov. 15 - International Fair and Photo Exhibition from 10 a.m. to 
3 p.m. in the Campus Center lobby. 
One World Concert at 7 p.m. in the Pub, Campus Center. 
Nov. 16 - "Gule Gule" Turkish film showing at 7 p.m. in Park Au-
ditorium. 
Nov. 17 - "Battle of Algiers" film showing at 3 p.m. in Park Audi-
torium. 
"Zapatista" film showing at 5:30 p.m. in Park Auditorium. 
Nov. 18-22·- Study Abroad Resource Fair from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
in the North Foyer of Phillips Hall. 
Nov. 19 - "Gohatto" film showing at 5:30 p.m. in Park Auditorium. 
Panel discussion about what international education to differenJ peo-
ple at 7 p.m. in the Center for Natural Sciences, room 112. · 
Nov. 20 - Firsthand study abroad experiences panel discussion 
from 7 to 9 p.m. in Klingenstein Lounge. 
........ 
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Center Haircutters Hair Studio 
MEN'S HAIRCUTS 
·$10 
Coupon or Valid ID 
Mon. - Thurs. 
$ f.,~ g> o~!tt1 oJ ✓ 
5<:ai.ttca!!in.~ 
WOMEN'S HAIRCUTS 
$13 
Coupon or Valid ID 
Mon. - Thurs. 
Located in Center Ithaca 
, The Commons 
phone: 272-8685 
OP~N Mon- Sat. 
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·Investing for the future 
Alumnus pushes 
for fund raising 
BY ZOE PAOLANTONIO raising. Bowers said fund raising is 
Contributing Writer a wonderful way for people to give 
back to a community they care about, 
Todd Bowers' lake-view office while a worthy institution gains the 
in Alumni Hall doesn't look lived resources it needs to grow and be-
in yet. There are a few family por- come a better place to learn. 
traits behind the desk, but the After graduating in 1992, 
shelves and desk themselves are re- Bowers became a full-time em-
markably neat and uncluttered. ployee at Guthrie Healthcare Sys-
After all, Bowers has only had the terns as a manager of funds devel-
position of executive director of de- . opment, and then as the vice pres-
velopment since August. ident for development and com-
Although the space is relative- munity relations. 
1 y bare, the palpable feeling of pas- Arno Selco, professor of theater 
sion and excitement Bowers has for arts, served as chairman of the 
his new position resonates committee that decided to bring 
throughout the room: Bowers back to Ithaca College and 
Bowers didn't start out with the said the applicant pool was "ex-
intention of directing fund raising. He traordinarily strong." · 
graduated from Ohio State Univer- "[It was] a surfeit of highly qual-
sity with a bachelor's degree injour- ified people," he said. "We were 
nalism. From 1986 until 1991, he very fortunate." 
was the vice president and co-own- At the end of the 2001-2002 aca-
er of WATS Broadcasting in Sayre, demic year and throughout the 
Pa., where he was in charge of all of summer, Selca and the committee in-
the station's programming, in addi- terviewed eight of the top candidates 
tion to hosting the morning show. for the job, four of whom they in-
In 1991, Bowers came to Itha- vited to visit Ithaca for an interview. 
ca College as a graduate student in Each of the four candidates met 
the Roy H. Park School of Com- the entire Office of Institutional Ad-
munications where he studied cor- vancement staff as well as all five 
porate commu!}ications. Deciding deans. From those meetings, im-
on the major was easy, he said. : . '•'. pr~ssioni'.~were gathered and the 
"Good communication can·aid '.committee was able to come to a· 
a corporation, and that. was inter- decision. Bowers turned out to be 
esting to me," Bowers said. . the strongest candidate. 
While studying at the college, "[There was a] very, very 
Bowers had an internship at thorough process .that involved a 
Guthrie Healthcare System, where he lot of people and took a lo·ng time 
aiscovered his passion . for fund to do," Selca said. 
MEGHAN MAZELLNTHE ITHACAN 
TODD BOWERS '92, executive director of development, works in his office. Bowers was selected for 
the position in May and came to the college In August. 
Selco said they picked Bowers be-
cause he is an alumnus of Ithaca Col-
lege, he handled the interview very 
well and he is a very bright and per-
sonable man with relevant experi-
ences and good ideas for the future. 
takes to be an effective development 
director. She said Bowers is a good 
candidate because he has had re-
sponsibility and experience in fund 
raising and, of course, experiences 
with Ithaca College. 
was involved in at Ithaca called him 
back to campus, he said. 
Bowers said he saw what 
philanthropy has done for the pro-
grams at the college in the past; 
the faculty is bright and dynam-
ic, the facilities are state of the art 
and the culture is unbeatable. He 
loves the campus atmosp~ere, 
}Vhich is wrought with ideas, di-
alogue and free expression. · 
He said Bowers would try to 
seek more faculty involvement in 
developmental activities. -
"When we met him in person, it 
was a great fit for him and us, and 
you don't always find that," she said. 
Shelley Semmler, vice president 
for institutional advancement, who 
also served on the selection com-
mittee, said that.Bowers has what it 
Bowers said he is a good 
choice for the college that was a 
· great fit for hirri as a student. The 
experience and epvironment that he 
·"It just makes you feel young to 
be around young people," he sar'd. 
I 
·:,:/ nana1nternsh1ps1 
Under a program established by a grantto Ithaca College :~ 
from the Charles A. Dana Foundation, approximately 30- . 
Ithaca students each year - both summer and academic yeah, 
- will be able to earn a portion of their college expenses 
through educationally relevant work-internships. Work can 
vary from the corporate world to summer stock to the 
research laboratory to ... your choice! 
~ 
If you ... ., .. _ 
• are eligible for financial assistance 
• have/ ti strong academic record 
• ary currently a freshman, sophomore or junior 
• .want to earn a portion of your college expenses 
. .. you should attend the information session! 
Information Sessions from 12:10- 1 :00 
p.m. 
Thursday, November 14, 2002, Textor 102 
Tuesday, November 19, 2002, Textor 103 
Thursday, December 5, 2002, Textor 102 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 14, 2003 
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Investing for the future 
Endowment suffers from $16 million loss 
BY WENDI DOWST 
AND SUDHANSHU SARIA 
Staff Writers 
The college's endowment has fall-
en almost $16 million from last year 
- its most significant decrease in the 
past decade- to $159.8 million for 
the fiscal year that ended May 31. 
The administration attributes 
this decrease to the troubled stock 
market. Carl Sgrecci, vice president 
and treasurer, said the college's en-
dowment has performed better 
than most investment indexes in its 
category despite continued de-
clines in the market. 
He said many factorii, including 
the terrorist attacks and scandals such 
as Enron and WorldCom are re-
sponsible for the slow market and the 
state of the endowment return rate. 
"If you were to take any one of 
these in the normal market, it 
wouldn't generate a lot of investor 
confidence," he said. "In the last year, 
we've had all of them, so it's been 
a very, very difficult market. Gen-
erally speaking, we are not going 
back to the type of returns as we had 
when we were in the late '90s." 
The college's investment return 
rate of minus 7 percent is signifi-
cantly better than the policy index, 
a comparative sample of the col-
lege's investment managers that was 
at minus 9.4 percent. The college be-
gan rethinking its investment plan 
in 1996 when several large dona-
tions were made, Sgrecci said. In 
1996 the endowment was approxi-
mately $140 million, and it peaked 
in 2000 at close to $180 million. 
The diversification process began 
by moving beyond blue-chip com-
panies ~nd investing in growth-ori-
ented stocks, Sgrecci said. The col-
lege now bas 12 managers with in-
vestment -styles from value and 
growth to inteinational equity and 
alternative strategies. 
"We used to have just two man-
agers, and we didn't have much mon-
ey back in those days," Sgrecci said. 
"We want to distribute the eggs · 
equally well between managers. By 
having these 10 different styles, 
we're hoping that all those styles will 
not all have poor performances in ·the 
same period of time." 
In the month of June alone, the en-
dowment lost more than $7 million. 
The spending rate for the college in-
creased by more than 0.35 percent in 
the last two years, the largest jump 
in the past decade. But Sgrecci said 
the rise was not a concern. 
"Most colleges try to achieve a 
spending rate less than 6 percent," 
he said. "Besides, the endowment 
has many competing needs." 
Sgrecci said the Roy H. Park 
School of Communications is one 
place where endowment funds have 
made a difference. The Roy H. Park 
and Pendleton endowments support 
programs and facilities, including two 
endowed chairs, the distinguished 
speakers series, scholarships, inter-
nal grants and capital purchases. 
Dean Thomas Bohn said these 
endowments allowed for both 
flexibility and focus . 
"Both gifts allow us to operate 
at a level of strength and a level of 
visibility that we would not be able 
to if we had to depend totally on 
college dollars," he said. 
Shelley Semmler, vice president 
for institutional advancement, 
said scholarships and special pro-
grams are given the highest prior-
ity .for endowment funding. 
''Those are all extras that are 
hard to find in an operating budget · 
but really make the difference .in · 
that commitment to excellence," 
she said. 'The office is strategizing 
to generate more gifts for program 
endowments." 
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The office publishes the Ithaca 
College Quarterly, places regular 
advertisements and is involved in 
focused soliciting. The 2,500 
quarterly magazines sent last year 
have resulted in 15 requests for 
more information and two agree-
ments for donating, Semmler said. 
Last year there was a record of 
11,667 . donations from alumni, 
parents and friends. 
"When many other institutions 
saw a down turn, we had a 26 per-
cent increase in overall gifts and 
added almost 2,000 donors to our 
list," she said. "My theory is that 
if the economy had not started to 
tank, we would have shot up. 
Now what we [have] are a lot of 
new strategiCS-tha:t ~ counterbal-: 
ancing the economy." 
Semmler said in this period of 
recession, fund raising has taken on 
an even more important role. In the 
past the college's fund raising has · 
Endowment Spending Rate 
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COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF THE TREASURER 
been affected by the demographic [physical education] and teaching." 
of its alumni body, she said. Sgr&ci said he is happy with the 
"One-third of our alumni gradu- performance of the endowment but 
ated in the last 10 years. When you thinks there is room for improvement. 
dli,pk about it, Jhese guys are either "We have our discipline and we 
- paying off loans or starting families," have been working to get it where it 
Semmler said. ''Even though the col- is for the last six years," Sgrecci said. 
lege has been around a long time, a "We will continue to monitor these 
majority of our alumni have been in managers, and if they don't perform 
low-earning fields, like music, well, we will change that." 
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Study abroad orientations! 
All Spring 2003 study abroad students must attend a 
MANDATORY study abroad orientation s~ssion. 
IJF YOU MfJE STUDYING ABJROA!D THIS SPIRING~ 
llJJE SUJRJE TO ATTEND ONJE OJF TJFJJESJE! ! ! 
*Thurs., Nov. 7, 12:10 p.m. - 1:05 p.m., Textor 103* 
*Wed., Nov. · 13, 6 p.m. - 7 p.m., Textor 103* 
*Tues., Nov. 19, 5 p.m. - 6 p.m., Textor 102* 
*Thu~s., Dec. 5, 12: 10 p.m. - 1 :05 p.m., Tex.tor 103* 
For more information, lease contact the Office of International Pro ams 274-3306 ~214 Muller Facult Center. 
Thursday, 11/07: 
7 p.m. Kllngensteln Lounge 
"Civilization Thinking and Modernity: 
beyond borders, beyond differences 
Schedule of events: · 
Friday, 1 ~/15: 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. Campus Center Lobby 
Crisis of Cultural Narratives 
in Islamic Societies." 
International Resource Fair & Photo Competition 
. Come peruse the tables of organizations 
;~presenting multicultural & international students. 
·, · for study abroad/ international student photos 
A LECTURE by Ali Mirsep 
Part of Religions, Ethnicity, Ide 
Organized by Office of the. · 
Center for the Stu · ·. 
Culture, Race, and 
5 p.m. Clark Loung 
"Just Wars?" film-discussio 
Film: THREE KINGS . 
Discussion facilitator: Dr. Gina 
(Cinema & Photography) 
Co-sponsored by Students for A Just 
7:30 p.m. Park Auditorium 
International Film Festival 
IN THE MOOD FOR. LOVE 
(Hong Kong, SAR) 
Saturday, 11/9: 
7 p.m. Park Auditorium 
International Film Festival 
LAGAAN: ONCE UPON A TIME IN INDIA (India) 
:10 In 
1mp al educ · · • 
n lntemation 
:•;;,nsi:r,t;:::,··  
International Film Festival 
STEAM BATH (Turkey) 
Co-organized by Turkish Student~ Association. 
in various categories. 
Voters will be entered into a raffle. 
The winner from the raffle will receive a 
> round-trip ticket to the IC London Center 
or its equivalent value, a round-trip ticket 
to an IC-approved study abroad location. 
Winners from the raffle and photo contest 
will be announced at the 
ONE WORLD CONCERT. 
7 p._m. Pub & Coffeehouse 
One World Concert 
·. -sponsored by lntern.ational Club 
kta (South Asian Students Club). 
• . ./'° 
. / 
. 9 p.m. Pub & Co«eehpuse 
One World Danc,_,,f"arty 
Co-sponsored by _International Club 
and Ekta (South Asian Students Club). 
Look for details on 11/16 -11/20 events in the next issue. 
For further information, please contact: 
Diana Dimitrova, assistant director for internation~I student services, 274-3306; or e-mail ddimitrova@ithaca.edu. 
Executive organizers: Diana Dimitrova & Jerome Ng. Umbrella organizations: Office of International Progra~s and Phi Beta Delta, 
· the Honor Society for International Scholars (Delta Phi chapter). 
/ 
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PBS president to share wisdom AP photographer to display p_ictures 
· of Afghan bombing 
BY JULIE STEPHENS 
Staff Writer 
The. president and chief executive of-
ficer of the Public Broadcasting Service 
will visit the college to discuss how me-
dia conglomeration affects the future of 
communication. 
As part of the Park Distinguished Visitors 
Series, Pat Mitchell will spend three days at 
the college and give a public address on · 
Wednesday at 7:30 
Aaron: Chasing the Dream." 
Women in Cable and Telecommunica-
tions chose Mitchell as woman of the year 
and "Forbes" magazine named her among 
the "Magnetic 40" corporate executives. 
April Korpi, administrative assistant in 
the Roy H. Park School of Communica-
tions; who assisted in bringing Mitchell, 
said that the media veteran provides stu- . 
dents with an opportunity to learn from 
someone with diverse experience in the 
media industry. 
p.m. in Emerson ' ' She is going to speak Suites, Campus Center. "She will bring something . to every 
In her speech, ti-
tled "Media Consol-
idation, Conver-
on issues of timely and student here in .Park 
- just because of 
gence, Connection: 
universal importance to the her background - . 
whether it's OCLD, 
the Good, the Bad 
and the Downright 
Dangerous," Mitchell 
commqnications industry 
and our society. '' 
journalism or TV-R," 
she said. "She just 
seems to have done 
something in every-will describe the 
positive and nega-
tive consequences 
..:. THOMAS BOHN thing." 
Dean of the Roy H. Park Dean Thomas 
School of Communications Bohn said the talk's of increasingly con-
centrated media 
ownership and distribution: 
Mitchell, the first woman and produc-· 
er to hold the position of president and 
CEO at PBS, began her work there in 
March 2000. 
A former network correspondent, in-
dependent producer and Time Warner ex-
ecutive, Mitchell now directs the opera-
tions of the nation's largest and only non-
commercial broadcasting service, com-
posed of 349 member stations reaching 
more than 99 percent of U.S. television 
households. 
Productions that Mitchell has con-
tributed to have won 41 Emmy, seven. 
Peabody and 35. Cable Ace _awards. Her 
wqik includes the 24-hour series "Cold 
War" and the Oscar-nominated "Hank 
content is particu-
larly relevant to current events in the world 
communications. 
"She is going to speak on issues of time-
ly and universal importance to the com-
munications industry and our society," he 
said. "She comes from a very informed 
prospective. She is at the top of the in-
dustry. She knows all those current 
trends and will be able to talk to our stu-
dents ab.out them." 
Sophomore journalism major Marc 
Klein said the potential effects media con-
glomeration could have on his career path 
interest him. 
"I think the issue of convergence can 
be scary," he said. "I would like to know 
her perspective on this issue and how it af-
fects my chances at getting a job." 
Road to Perdition 
Textor 102 ~ $3 
Fri. Nov~ 8 @ 
7PM, 9:30P:M:, 12A:M: 
Sat. Nov. 9@ 
7PM, 9:30PM, l2A:M: 
Sun. Nov. 10 @ 8PM: 
llon. Nov.11@ 8Pll 
EveqJ father. isa_ hem to- his SOR. 
www.ithaca.edu/sab 
COURTESY OF WWW.CURRENT.ORG 
PAT MITCHELL, PBS PRESIDENT, will 
b~ talking to students, faculty and staff 
about broadcasting during her visit 
next week. Mitchell is the seventh Park 
Distinguished Visitor. 
During her stay at . the college, , 
Mitchell will speak in several classes and 
meet informally with faculty and.students. 
She will also lead three master class-
es: "Global Media in a Wired World: Con-
necting or Dividing?" "The 3rd Commu-
nications Revolution: User's Choice" 
and "News Media's Trust Deficit: Who's 
to Blame and What's the Consequence?" 
f • 
BY ELIZABETH. ~UILL 
Staff Writer _,,, 
During the recount of Florida votes 
in the 2000 presidential election, As-
sociated Press photographer Charles 
Rex Arbogast took pictures that 
earned him and his colleagues a 
Pulitzer Prize nomination. He will 
present a slideshow of 95 photos, 
which he took recently during his time 
in Afghanistan, today at 7 p.m. in Park 
Auditorium. 
Arbogast, 44, is the southern Illinois 
regional photographer for the AP. He 
will be presenting "30 Days in 
Afghanistan," which features pho-
tographs he took during the time he 
spent in Afghanistan and Pakistan re-
porting on the war and general news. 
The highlight of his presentation will 
be photographs from the accidental 
bombing of a wedding in an Afghan vil-
lage by the United States in July, Ar-
bogast said. 
He was the first reporter on the scene 
and his photographs were the firstto ap-
pear in the news. He interviewed and 
photographed survivors at the 
Afghanistan hospital in Kandahar. 
"I spoke with the groom who had just 
lost 25 family members, '. ' Arbogast said. 
Barbara Terrell, administrative assis-
tant in the Department of Cinema and 
Photography, which is sponsoring the pre-
sentation, said Arbogast has been com-
ing to the college on a yearly basis. 
Arbogast, a U.S. Army veteran, has 
been working for the AP since · 1989. He 
has been a freelance photographer 
since high school. ' 
Born in Columbus, Ohio, Arbogast 
received his bachelor's degree in pho-
tography and cinema from Ohio State 
University in 1985. 
Seniors! 
Why wait until graduation 
to· enjoy the benefits 
_of being . 
Alumni? 
For the first 'time ever, the AltimnJ. Relations Office will be 
extending some of our best benefits to the senior class. 
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Searchable Online Directory 
IC Email for Life 
Career Center 
Class Notes 
Message Boards 
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Travel discounts and More[ 
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Transportation is included! 
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Oct. 22 
• Criminal mischief and larceny 
Location: Center for Health Sciences 
Summary: Caller reported that two sub-
jects may have broken into lockers. 
Subjects were restricted from campus. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
Oct. 23 
• V& T violation 
Location: Main Campus Road 
Summary: Officer stopped a vehicle that 
was reported to have cut off another dri-
ver. Officer arrested the operator of the 
vehicle for DWI. 
Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Harassment 
Location: F-lot 
S!,!mmary: Parking Services officer 
requested assistance with an unruly sub-
ject. One referred for judicial action for 
harassment. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
• Larceny 
Location: Muller Chapel 
Summary: Caller reported computer 
stolen. Case under investigation. 
Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• MVA 
Location: S-lot 
Summary: Caller reported a two-car MVA . 
with property damage. Officer issued 
operator of one vehicle a uniform traffic, 
ticket for unsafe backing. 
Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location-: Tallcott Hall 
Summary: Caller reported a problem with 
a computer connected to the college net-
work.'Officer determined that the sub-
ject's action had no criminal intent and 
t>ituation was, r~~egied_." r 
Investigator Thomas Dunn. 
• Harassment 
Location: Terrace Dining Hall 
Summary: Walk-in reported that threats 
had been made toward another person. 
Case under investigation. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Landon Hall 
Summary: Officer found subject in posses-
sion of alcohol. Subject was also taken to 
the Health Center. One referred for judicial 
action for underage possession and irre-
sponsible use of alcohol. 
Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
Oct. 24 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Officer found subject in posses-
sion of alcohol. One referred for judicial 
action for underage possession of alcohol. 
Security Officer Micha~I Hall. 
NEWS 
Pub Ii c Safety Log 
Incidents 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: Lyon Hall 
Summary: Officer reported an odor of 
marijuana. Two referred for judicial action 
for possession of marijuana. 
Patrol Officer Frederick Thomas. 
• Criminal possession - marijuana 
Location: Emerson Hall 
SCJmmary: Officer found subjects in pos-
session of marijuana. Two referred for 
judicial action for possession. 
Patrol Officer Frederick Thomas. 
• Criminal possession - marijuana 
Location: Hilliard Hall 
Summary: Officer found subjects in pos-
session of marijuana. One referred for 
judicial action for possession. 
Patrol Officer Frederick Thomas. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Dillingham Center 
Summary: Caller reported subject with a 
foot injury. Officer transported subject to 
the Health Center. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
Oct. 25 
• Follow-up 
Location: Office of Public Safety 
Summary: Officers followed up on several 
marijuana complaints. ·investigation result-
ed in the arrest of three subjects for crimi-
nal possession of marijuana. Appearance 
tickets were issued for Ithaca Town Court. 
Patrol Officer Frederick Thomas .. 
• MVA 
Location: Route 968 
Summary: Caller reported a two-car MVA 
with property damage. Officer issued 
three uniform traffic tickets to one of the 1 
vehicle operators: 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
.-::~v& T ~iolation 
... 
l 
Location: Tallcott fire lane 
Summary: Caller reported that a parked 
vehicle was hit by another car. yase 
under investigation. 
Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
• Found property 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Caller found a car key with key-
pad. Item turned over to Public Safety. 
Oct. 26 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Eastman Hall 
Summary: Officer found subjects in pos-
session of alcohol. Two referred for judi-
cial action for possession of alcohol. 
Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Found property 
Location: Center for Health Sciences 
Summary: Officer reported finding a bag 
with shoes inside. Item turned over to 
Public Safety. 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Officer found a plastic bag con-
taining a green leafy substance. Case 
under investigation. 
Patrol Officer Robert Hightchew. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Terrace 11 
Summary: Officer found subject in posses-
sion of alcohol. One referred for judicial 
action for underage possession of alcohol. 
Security Officer Maria Parente. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Student Auxiliary Safety Patrol 
reported a light broken in the elevator. 
Case under investigation. 
Patrol Officer Robert Hightchew. 
• Criminal tampering 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Caller reported-a fire extin-
guisher had been 'discharged maliciously. 
Case under investigation. 
Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Officer reported that unknown 
persons damaged soda machine. Case 
under investigation. 
Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
Oct. 27 
• Found property 
Location: Hill Center 
Summary: A watch was found in the gym. 
Item turned over to Public Safety. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Health Center 
Summary: Caller reported highly intoxi-
cated person. One taken to the' Health 
Centerand referred fo"r judicial action" for 
irresponsible use of alcohol. 
Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: Terrace 9 
Summary: Officer reported odor of mari-
juana. Four referred for judicial action for 
possession of marijuana. 
Patrol Officer Craig Reynolds. 
• V&T violation 
Location: Gym and Tower roads 
Summary: Officer stopped vehicle and 
issued driver uniform traffic tickets for 
unreasonable use of horn and failure to 
exhibit license. 
Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: College Circle Apartment 5 
Summary: Caller reported odor of marijua-
na. One referred for judicial action for pos-
session of marijuana. 
Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
THE ITHACAN 11 
Oct. 22-28 
• MVA 
Location: New York City 
Summary: Caller reported having a.minor 
MVA with property damage while driving a 
college vehicle. No police report done by 
New York Police Department. 
Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: c·aller reported that subject 
sustained foot injury during a .soccer 
game. Subject was transported to the 
Health Center. 
Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
• Found property 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Student Auxiliary Safety Patrol 
reported a key found on top of blue light 
phone. Item turned over to Public Safety. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Hill Center 
Summary: Caller reported subject sus-
tained cut to the face while playing foot-
ball. Friend transported subject to CMC. 
Security Officer James Conlon. 
Oct. 28 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Caller.reported·exit sign dam-
aged by unknown individuals. Case under 
investigation. 
,Patrol Officer Robert Hightchew. 
• Assist other agency 
Location: City of Ithaca 
Summary: IPD requested assistance with 
an assault investigation. Assistance given. 
Investigator Laura Durling. 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Lyon Hall 
Summary: Caller rifp·orted a conflict with a 
roommate's guest. Officer investigated 
and situation was resolved. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Officer reported that a door 
window had been damaged by unknown 
persons. Case under investigation. 
Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
KEY 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving while intoxicated 
• IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA - Motor venicle accident 
RA - Resident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V& T - Vehicle and traffic violation 
-· l~;a.-
llllaca'a First Choice For 
Posters, Arlprlnts & Framing 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 
SATURDAY BRUNCH! 
TWO DAYS TO ENJOY OUR 
OP'OS 
hook'-'s1ore 
Great lloliilltu Gifts 
• HotidayGreeting Omds 
• Re1urblshed C<Jmputers 
• Christmas Music ODs 
• Inspirational Books 
• Journals and Mueb t.4ore 
GREAT BREAKFAST MENU 
♦GOURMET OMELETTES, EGGS TO ORDER 
♦WAFFLES, FRENCH TOAST, PANCAKES 
♦HOME FRIES, STIR FRYS, SCRAMBLED TOFU 
♦ FRESH PASTRIES, FRUIT, GRANOLA 
♦BOTTOMLESS COFFEE, SPECIALTY COFFEES 
Major Credit Cards Accepted_ 
• NEWLY EXPANDED SEATfNG_ • 
308-3.10 STEWART AVE • 2.77-4770 
BRUNCH HOURS ARE SATURDAY & SUNDAY 9:30AM-3PM 
Quote of the week 
"When I passed to Deyle for the winning goal, I 
just had so much emotion - it was just the best 
moment of my life." - Mike Alexander, Page 23 
Editorials 
Realistic reflections 
Marketing should not create_ glorified image 
Ithaca College needs to take a long, hard look in the mirror before attempting to makeover its im-age in the eyes of the public. 
The board of trustees has approved a marketing strat-
egy, and now, the college's first executive director of 
marketing communications is poised to begin his work. 
The goal: to "target all audiences with the same mes-
sages about the college" and in so doing, to increase 
the quality of the student body, level of alumni giving 
and reputation nationally and internationally. 
On the surface there~s nothing wrong with any of 
this. But look; deeper, and one begins to see that the 
college may be spending too much time and money 
touching up its outward appearance instead of striv-
ing to solve its inward shortcomings. 
Provost Peter Bardaglio says students should be 
coming to Ithaca College and reacting with, "Wow, 
it's just like I heard about." Unfortunately, if the col-
lege markets .itself as something it i~ not, they will 
be sadly disappointed when they enroll as students. 
Prospective students can't b~ convinced that Ithaca 
College is academical1y rigorous and then arrive to find 
that it's. easier to get an A than any other grade. They 
can't be deceived that they will be part of a diverse com-
munity and.tb~n find it rare to have a classmate of an-
other race or a politically conservative professor. 
The college does have strengths, but let's try to be· 
hqnest. More steps are necessary to at least improve 
the intellectual quality and racial and ideological di-
versity of the entire institution. 
Ithaca College should enhance its reputation by 
changing from within. When that happens, the in-
stitution will really have something to show the world. 
Here's some advice 
Require preregistratwn faculty sessions again 
Ithaca College's experiment in online registration 
without required advising sessions should come to an 
end. For two years, fewer and fewer students have been 
meeting with their academic advisers. 
At last, one group - the Committee on Academic 
Policies and Procedures in the School of Humanities 
and Sciences - has .come forward to show genuine 
concern for students' intellectual development. The col-
lege should move swiftly to to implement the com-
mittee's recommendation and extend required advis-
ing to all five schools, whether through an electronic 
block or some other measure. If possible, the require-
ment should be in place for Fall 2003 registration. 
Students have shown that, when given the option, 
they don't see the need for advising. Part of the prob-
lem is that many professors have been inadequate ad-
visers. But students also just don't know what they're 
missing. It's not that they can't pick out courses for 
themselves. It's that they need a mentor to guide them 
through the broader issues of college life. 
The college should place renewed emphasis on men-
toring relationships, making sure faculty are eager and 
equipped to give informed advice. Ithaca College should 
not let another freshman class begin the journey into 
higher education without ensuring that all students have 
faculty members to help them chart their .course. 
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Disproving apathy 
As members of the course Global 
Transitions After 9-11, we are writing 
in response to the article "Campus fights 
anti-Semitic sentiments" printed in 
last Thursday's edition of The Ithacan. 
Too often, statements that are critical 
of the actions of the Israeli government 
are denounced as being anti-Semitic. 
The title and content of the article 
perpetuates two assumptions: 
1. Anti-Semitism refers to discrimi-
natory actions directed solely at Jewish 
people and not toward other Semite 
groups such as Christians and Muslims. 
2. Voices critical of Israeli policy ul-
tima_tely translate into anti-Jewish 
sentiments. 
The article enforces the already 
prevalent notion that any criticism of 
Israeli governmental policies is direct-
ly attacking Jewish people. As members 
of a course that studies the current 
events in the Middle East, we feel as 
though it is our responsibility to create 
clarity and awareness and exercise our 
First Amendment right on this topic. 
Our education has given, us a 
voice; therefore, we should use it and 
show that we are not all practicing "po-
litical apathy" at this school. Hopeful-
ly, students will not be afraid of being 
labeled when they speak their minds. 
Jewish Chaplain Michael Faber is 
credited as saying that political apathy 
is one reason "why Ithaca hasn't fallen 
into the trend of virulent anti-Semitism." 
Political apathy may in fact hide anti-
Jewish sentiment and thus not prevent it. 
One achieves understandjng and accep-
tance through education and awareness, 
not by remaining apathetic. 
By solely criticizing the unjust 
policies in the Middle East, people are 
not expressing hatred towards Ju-
daism, Islam or Christianity but are ex-
pressing a concern for human rights. 
RICHARD UNIS '04 
EMILY HAGAN '04 
RAQUEL WRIGHT '04 
ASHLEY KEEDY '03 
LINDSAY E:DGAR '03 
JARED WALKOWITZ '04 
ERIC LIEB '04 
ZACHARY BARRETT '03 
JON BIDDLE '04 
Article was troubling 
Written and verbal defamation of any 
group of people should concern us all, 
and the defamation of Jews is of partic-
ular concern of Hillel at Ithaca College 
MV PROJEC.. ,- ts 
. tJN THE TJlencs OF 
./. 
-1}/f 1..()(1}._ POUT!c/tL 
C1tf1P1tl GN CoMl'ff,(<.c!AlS •. 
Letters 
and the Jewish community in general. 
While pointing out some troubling 
recent incidents and recording some re-
actions, Stephanie Brinson's article in 
the previous Ithacan also includes 
some misleading and disturbing aspects. 
The most obviously troubling aspect 
ifth~. coupling of~ photo of .Sf!Jpent ac-
tivists on behalf of Palestinian freedom 
at U.C. Berkley with the headline and 
article about fighting anti-Semitism. 
While the author briefly addresses the 
issues of criticism of Israel vs. anti-
semitism, the use of the photo conflates 
them without doing away with any of 
the complexities involved. In reality 
there are many Jews and others who care 
deeply about Jews and Israel who crit-
icize the state's policies. At the same 
time, there are uncritical supporters of 
.Israel who are known Jew-haters. 
The article relates a pretty horrify-
ing example of how criticism of Israel 
was expressed as hatred and violence to-
ward Jews at San Francisco State Uni-
versity. This is an extreme and relatively 
rare occurrence on U.S. college cam-
puses and completely unheard of here 
in Ithaca, as Michael Faber points out. 
Let's see some journalism that ex-
plores the complexities of issues 
rather than looking for sensational prob-
lems where they do not exist. 
ARON GUTMAN 
Program Director of Hillel 
Stereotypes misleading 
The article in last week's Ithacan, 
"Campus fights anti-Semitic senti-
ments," was very misleading. 
None of three reported anti-Jewish in-
cidents on the Ithaca College campus re-
lated to the Middle East conflict, but the 
photo and most of the article linked anti-
Semitism to opposition to Israeli policies. 
Michael Faber implies, without ev-
idence, that professors who might not 
present a "fair ~iew of Israel" are anti-
semitic. He is quoted as saying, "I sus-
pect. I don't have proof, just a lot of 
anecdotal evidence, coupled with their 
own words and behavior, that makes me 
suspicious of their intents and makes me 
wonder what their motivations are." 
This kind of blanket, unsubstantiat-
ed moral condemnation stifles open di-
alogue about U.S. policy in the Middle 
East. Yes, there are groups and indi-
viduals who are anti-Jewish and/or anti-
Arab and/or anti-Muslim who couch 
their discrim·natory beliefs in political 
rhetoric. To challenge these preju-
dices, we should be specific about the 
discriminatory practices. 
1 My opposition to Israel's military oc-
cupation of Palestinian territories is not 
anti-Jewish. It is not unfair to criticize 
Israel for its discriminatory policies .and 
brutality towards Palestinians, just as 
it is not anti-Caucasian or unfair to crit-
icize the United S_ti;i.t;es for its ra~ally 
discriminatory, militaristic policies. 
My criticisms of Israeli and U.S. 
policies are informed by my awareness 
as a Jew of how often Jews have been 
subjected to state.:sanctioned violence. 
The Ithaca College Students for a Just 
Peace stands against all racial, ethnic and 
religious discrimination. Its opposition 
to Israel's military occupation is con-
sistent with this position; being anti-Jew-
ish or anti-Palestinian is not. 
BETH HARRIS 
Assistant Professor of Politics 
SGA inspires others 
The Ithaca College Student Govern-
ment Association should be proud of it-
self for passing a resolution opposing a 
pre-emptive military strike against Iraq. 
As a representative democracy, the 
Ithaca SGA faces tough decisions that in-
volve accurately representing the.student 
body. However, it is your duty as students 
to make thqse tough decisions and not 
stand in limbo while the hawks cry out, 
"But you did not survey the entire stu-
dent body." It is refreshing to discover 
that there is a student body willing to lead 
the way in nationwide efforts of acade-
mics against the war in Iraq. Thank you 
for paving the way for change on college 
campuses across the country. 
I am a student at Southern Illinois 
University-Carbondale and a member 
of our committee against the war. We 
are attempting to have our Undergrad-
uate Student Government pass a simi-
lar resolution. Your courage to publicly 
speak out against an unjust war will 
help make change in Illinois. 
JENNIFER KILLHAM 
Southern Illinois University Student 
Leaders not equivalent 
As a group that stands firmly against 
a unilateral American attack on Iraq, Stu-
dents for a Just Peace would like to clar-
ify a few issues and correct some factu-
al inaccuracies that appeared in the Oct. 
24 issue of The Ithacan . 
Recently French intelligence, which 
has investigated the possibility of a con-
nection between the Iraqi regime and al-
See LETTERS, Page 14 
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Presenting an image 
that contradicts reality? 
In one sphere - the one portrayed to the 
public - Ithaca College boasts itself as one_ 
of the most elite institutions in the country. 
In the other -:- the one containing the 
student body - the college exists as a 
tyrannical institution, supplying its 
residents with an environment that is truly 
less than conducive to learning. To witness 
this phenomenon, simply observe students 
ZACH 
AARKAVY 
Guest Writer 
whining into their cell 
phones about how 
much they hate Ithaca. 
And there are many 
reasons. One relates to 
my unwavering support 
for the college's.decision 
to •participate with the 
Northeast Consortium 
for Faculty Diversity. I 
fully subscribe to the 
enlightening ideas that 
shall result from such a 
partnership, as I am sure 
the rest of the community does. 
Unfortunately, I believe the consortium 
partnership is but one more illusion in an 
increasingly long lineage of deceitful 
facelifts concocted by this misleading 
institution. The cold hard truth is that Ithaca 
is a college that cares more about its 
appearance to prospective customers than 
the satisfaction of its current enrollment. 
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BYTIANI VELTRI/THE ITHACAN 
THE COLLEGE MARKETS itself through pamphlets and brochures. Some students 
think the college falsely sells itself to be something it is not. 
institution from which I plan to graduate, 
one may ask why I continue to stay at Ithaca 
(believe it or not, it's not because of the 
weather). It's simple. 
The fact exists, as one of my astute peers 
p0inted out, that the minority graduates 
hired through the consortium will come 
fully equipped with more than adequate 
scholarly credentials. On the surface, this 
requirement would appear to provide all 
parties involved with the paramount 
learning environment to which each Ithaca 
C01lege student has rightly purchased. 
However, when reflecting upon prior 
attempts to appease the masses attending 
this college, one unearths _ a devious 
last year's purchase of the College Circle 
Apartments was done merely to increase the 
level of comfort of the student body. On the 
contrary, the more likely scenario behind the 
expansion was not the result of purely 
humanistic motives, but rather purely 
capitalistic intenfions. The ·· more 
upperclassmen the college could sweep info 
"apartment-style living," the more students it 
could.keep paying to live on campus. 
Another unacceptably inferior feature of 
campus life is the ridiculously sluggish speed 
of the ·computer network. During certain 
times of the day, the college lras actually 
decreased the capacity of the network. 
It is time for the college to shift ba~J<. 
the focus from increasing its annual 
,income ·10 "its du1y of serving the best 
intentions of students. 
As long as the college continues to cash 
my tuition checks, I will continue to exploit 
the success of my predecessors by 
anpouncing to all those in earshot that I once 
donned the Blue and Gold. Thi"s 
accomp°lishment, as of now, puts me a stride 
above the competition. 
Of course, my future employers will not 
have to look for my yellow Ithaca College 
sweatshirt to know where I attended 
college. I will merely have to walk around 
complaining_into my cell phone as a means 
of identification. 
t tlichotomy-of decef)tion. · J • 
Exhibit A: The college would like the 
public to believe that the motivation behind With such apparent animosity toward the 
'Zach Harkavy is a junior television-radio 
major. E-mail him at zharkav 1 @ithaca.edu. 
The.Way 
I ee It 
Student action needed 
to improve ID Express 
Any college student will tell 
you that the most valuable form 
of money on 
campus is 
the quarter. 
If you don't 
h a v e 
quarters, you 
don't have 
c l e a n 
clothes. 
Ithaca 
. College has 
CHRISTOPHER put forth a 
STAUB tremendous 
Guest Writer effort to 
break that 
rule. The college offers a high-
tech solution to the age-old coin 
problem, but few students 
choose to take advantage of it. 
That solution is the college's 
ID Express system. However, 
ID Express has a bad reputation 
on campus, and few students 
utilize the system .. I see only one 
significant problem with the 
system, and it is amazing how 
easily we, as students, can fix it. 
The ID Express system 
connects the student ID card with 
an online account so that it can be 
essentially used as a debit card. 
When students put money into 
their accounts, they can use their 
student ID instead of cash or 
coins at laundry machines and 
vending machines, as well as in 
campus stores and dining halls. 
Although ID Express is 
incredibly convenient, 
problems sometimes do occur. 
Occasionally, a laundry 
machine will subtract a dollar 
from an account, but the 
machine will not activate. A 
vending machine could do the 
s~me, and not give you your 
candy bar or soda bottle. These 
kinds of glitches are frustrating, 
but once a problem is 
recognized, it can be· easily 
fixed, and students can even get 
a refund to their account. 
The problem is that no one 
complains about machines that 
fail to work because they don't 
know to whom they should refer 
the problem, and they don't want 
to spend the time and energy it 
takes to do it. Invariably, broken 
machines don't get repaired 
because students only complain 
to their friends, which just 
perpetuates the pro_blem. 
There is a solution. There are 
decals on most of the vending 
machines with the company 
service telephone number that 
students should call if they 
SARA GOLD/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR RAFAEL AVRAMOV uses his ID Express card to pur-
chase a beverage from the vending m·achines on campus. The 
card can be used in place of change to make purchases. 
experience a problem. The 
laundry machines do not carry 
such a service decal; ):lowever, 
you can call the Purchasing Office 
at 274-3283 to refer the issue. 
A group of students is trying 
to get exact procedures 
regarding ID Express to the 
Office of Residential Life so that 
the RAs in all of the dorms can 
answer any questions students 
may have about the system and 
help them to solve problems. 
The ID Office is most 
responsible for the control of the 
ID Express system. Should 
students have any questions 
about problems they experience 
with ID Express, they should 
consult the ID Office above the 
Terrace Dining Hall at 27 4-
3007. There, with ID card in 
hand, they can obtain a credit to 
their account if a machine does 
not function properly. 
Take the initiative to improve 
the ID Express system. Pick up 
the phone or take a stroll to the 
ID Office. If you do your part, 
we can fix the relatively small 
number of problems that exist, 
and reduce the demand for 
quarters on campus. 
Christopher Staub is a drama 
and speech communication 
major. E-mail him at 
cstaub 1 @ithaca.edu. 
Debates and commentaries will appear on this page weekly. To contribute, please call Opinion Editor Michelle Theis at 274-3208. 
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On the 
Contr~fy 
A new McCarthyism 
in an Orw.ellian age 
Edward Said is dying. Leukemia and 
chemotherapy are taking their toll on the 
distinguished Columbia University 
professor and most_ 
eloquent spokesperson 
for the Palestinian 
people. Right now it's 
difficult to say which 
hurts Said more -
the debilitating cancer 
or Ariel Sharon's 
brutality toward the 
Palestinians. 
Professor Said, a 
SAMI secular Palestinian 
KHAN Christian and a voice 
for Arab-Jewish reconciliation, has been 
called everything: a fundamentalist, a 
terrorist, a propagandist and an anti-
Semite. A decade ago he was placed on a 
hit list by the terrorist group the Jewish 
Defense League. 
While in Israel and the occupied 
territories (yes, they're occupied, not 
"disputed") Sharon's government is being 
shorn up with extremists, in the United 
States there is a concerted campaign of 
coercion and intimidation underway to 
attack critics bf Israel and U.S. policy in 
the Mideast. 
The new McCarthyism is led by groups 
with Orwellian sounding names like 
Campus Watch, the Cettunit~ee fo{•' 
Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in 
America and the Middle East Media 
Research Institute. Our own Assistant 
Professor Robert Ostergard, who also 
teaches at Binghamton, has been 
blacklisted and called "dangerous" by 
Campus Watch because he uses texts -that 
are critical of the Israeli government. 
If you even attempt to tell the 
Palestinian narrative, you're shouted 
down as an anti-Semite. And if you're not 
labeled an anti-Semite outright .you're 
called "anti-Israel" or "anti-American" or 
your motivations are called "suspicious." 
For more on these academic thugs, 
read the Sept. 27 New York Times article 
on Campus Watch. And I suggest to 
anyone who wants to get an honest picture 
of the Middle East - read the Israeli 
press, not the pathetic drivel that passes for 
journalism in the United States. Check out 
www.haaretzdaily.com. 
Last week this paper published a 
poorly written and not.quite honest article 
associating Middle East activism with 
anti-Semitism. 
What you didn't read in the article was 
that some members of the Jewish 
communities at the schools which were 
alleged to be hotbeds of anti-Semitism 
disputed the claims made by U.S. News & 
World Report. 
Moreover, at the San Francisco State 
rally, Arab students were attacked as well. 
They were called "sand niggers," 
"terrorists," "Arab losers" and told "to 
stick flags up [their] asses" by the pro-
Israel protesters. Not exactly the 
Kumbaya drum circle last week's article 
made the rally out to be. 
Even u.s·. News itself ran a correction 
a few weeks after its article appeared, 
retracting some of its more incendiary 
allegations. Anyone who is familiar with 
U.S. News knows of its hostility toward 
Muslims in particular, and honest 
reporting in general. 
A reasoned and intelligent analysis of 
anti-Semitism and activism, which is 
sorely needed, can be found in "The 
Mideast War Breaks Out on Campus" in 
the May 30 issue of The Nation. 
It is not anti-Semitic to care as much for 
the lives of Arabs and Palestinians as we 
do for Americans and Israelis, it's human. 
Sarni Khans On the Contrary appears ih 
this space every other week. E-mail him at 
skhanl @ithaca.edu. 
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Continued from Page 12 
Qaida, have concluded that no such connec-
tion exists (Financial Times, Oct. 4). 
M01:eover, members of the U.N. 
weapons inspection team have stated that they 
destroyed between 90-95 percent of Iraq's 
weapons of mass destruction. :Both of these 
facts directly contradict the case being 
made by the Bush administration. 
Even though we are opposed to the presi-
dent's policy vis-a-vis Iraq, it is clear that there 
can be no moral equivalence between ~esi-
dent Bush and Saddam Hussein. Saddam is a 
brutal dictator who has repeatedly committed 
acts of genocide - incidentally, while the first 
President Bush gave tacit approval. In fact, the 
U.S. government supplied Iraq with much of 
its chemical anci biological weapons capabil-
ity (Buffalo News, Sept. 23.). 
Saddam was not democratically elected. His 
Baath party rose to power through illegitimate 
means. However, just a few short years ~fter 
Saddam's ascent to power, the United States 
and Iraq resumed full diplomatic relations. 
Again, the United States did nothing while 
Saddam purged the democratic opposition. 
Students for a Just Peace encourages the 
college community to continue this dialogue. 
There is no question that the impending cri-
sis with Iraq is the single most important is-
sue facing us today and requires an engaged 
citizenry that includes students, despite 
what the cynics say. 
KOSALA KUMARA, SECRETARY 
SACHIN DHAWAN, TREASURER 
Students for a Just Peace 
Human lifedisi:egarded 
I am writing to anyone who has thought 
about the current global situation - the im-
pending war on Iraq, the vague war on terror-
ism being fought in our name and the challenge 
to connect such crises to our personal lives. 
Part of our responsibility as people of priv-
ilege, which we accepted when we enrolled 
in this institution of higher education, is to 
think critically, especially about the issues that 
force us out of our comfort zones. 
Now at 
I I 
The debate at the Oct. 8 SGA meeting con-
cerns me. Students shared their viewpoints of 
whether or not to oppose relinquishing the pow-
er of the United States Congress to deliver ab-
solute authority to George Bush to wage war. 
While I respect the intent behind the pro-
cedures and experience of the student gov-
erning body, I am disturbed by the detachment 
from reality that I witnessed that evening. 
It seems that human lives are no longer a 
relevant cause for concern. The loss of thou-
sands of lives, guaranteed by Bush and Dick 
Cheney's war, was daunted by concern for dorm 
surveys that would allow a student club to ful-
fill its official duties. The student conflict dur-
ing the SGAdebate and the lack of interest that 
many students show with regards to the glob-
al crisis is sickening. This exemplifies the hor-
rific consequences of privilege _._ when indi-
viduals are able to effectively separate them-
selves from. reality. We must resist the forces 
that attempt to blind us from the truth and make 
us immune to suffering and injustice. 
MEAGHAN SHEEHAN '03 
Posters target subgroups 
The Health Promotion and Substance 
Abuse Prevention Program and the Center for 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Ed-
ucation and Outreach Services will both be pre-
senting targeted prevention messages during the 
month of November. Targeted prevention mes-
sages are aimed at specific subgroups that are 
at increased risk for a particular health concern. 
The LGBT office will target the LGBT pop-
ulation with smoking prevention/intervention 
messages due to the fact that smoking is more 
prevalent within that subgroup than within the 
larger population of students. The Health Pro-
motion Program is targeting heterosexual male 
athletes with messages that have to do with 
drinking due to the fact that they drink more 
than the larger population of students. 
As with all marketing efforts, targeting spe-
cific populations is necessary in order to re-
lay information to that group in a manner that 
is accessible. The messages are aimed at spe-
cific populations in an intentional effort to ad-
dress unique health risks. 
Hours,,of Operation 
Monday - Friday 7:30 a.m. - 1 :00 a.m. 
Saturday·& Sunday Noon - 1:00 a.m. www .ilhaca.edu/dini ng 
• 
We would li}.(e to express our thanks to 
members of the BIGAYLA executive board, 
the president of Created Equal and several 
members of the Diversity Awareness Com-
mittee for taking time to engage in discussions 
regarding posters and educational material that 
is geared toward specific subgroups which are 
gender and/or orientation specific. 
If there are questions about these issues or 
campaigns, please feel free to call either of us. 
PRISCILLA QUIRK 
Coordinator of Health Promotion and 
Substance Abuse Prevention 
Moving past 'Road Trip' 
After reading ''The journey starts. here" 
about the relationship between the 2000 
comedy "Road Trip" and Ithaca College's rep-
utation, I can't help but wonder why I'm read-
ing the article now and not two and a half years 
ago. Indeed, I am subject to the same paral-
lels every time I mention to a new acquain-
tance that I attended Ithaca. But this has been 
happening since the spring of 2000 and is not 
by any means a recent phenomenon. 
This means even those students who were 
finishing sophomore y~ar when the movie was 
released have graduated. Timeliness is a very 
important aspect of the production of a story. 
So why is this basic tenant of journalism so 
blatantly absen.t from this piece? 
If this is what The Ithacan considers time-
liness, than I can expect in the coming 
months such practical topics as the "Latin Ex-
plosion," the inherent chaos of the "Millenni-
um Bug" and maybe a piece on the new pop-
ularity of swing dancing. Never mentioned in 
the article is anything that has occurred recently 
to cause a new interest in Ithaca's own slice 
of cinematic popular culture. I could see this 
happening possibly when the DVD came out, 
but that was released in December 2000. 
I enjoy reading The Ithacan as a means of 
keeping up with one of my favorite places. 
However, it disappoints me that this lead sto-
ry is about a subject that many of us have 
learned, laughed and forgotten about l_ong ago. 
MICHAEL R. RATTY '01 
Stories should diversify 
In last week's paper, no less than five sto-
ries covered the same general issue: that Itha-
ca College is morphing to better market itself 
to potential students (read, customers) by 
streamlining its marketing strategy and 
bringing in some new faces. Great. 
This flood of public relations fluff pieces 
interests me for two reasons. The first is that 
· ·a large portion of The Ithacan 's readership 
consists of students. The students already pay 
tuition. It is not necessary to sell a product 
to people who have already bought it. The 
second is I find it hard to believe that with 
all the things happening on and off campus, 
it was necessary for The Ithacan to print five 
stories about Ithaca's new public relations 
strategy. Support diversity, folks. That in-
cludes ideas as well as people. 
This very problem occurred again in the pre-
vious Ithacan, where another five stories were 
written about eating disorders and body image 
problems, a serious issue to be sure. The same 
reporter (who is also the news editor) wrote 
all five. This makes it simpler to cover the is-
sue because one reporter has all the informa-
tion for the stories, but I find it hard to believe 
The Ithacan is so short-staffed that this is nec-
essary. It does make me wonder, though, 
whether I'm getting a different story each time 
with a different perspective or the same story 
written by the same person five times. 
JEN CHAMBERLAIN '03 
Editor of Buzzsaw Haircut 
SEND A LETTER 
The Ithacan welcomes correspon-
dence from all readers. Please include 
your name, phone number, year of 
graduation and/or your organiza,tion-
al or college title/position. Letters 
must be 250 words or less, signed and 
submitted in writing or through e-mail 
by Monday at 5 p.m. for publication. 
The Ithacan reserves the right to edit 
letters for length, clarity and taste. 
GOOD THINGS ARE HAPPENING AT ITHACA TOMPKINS REGIONAL AIRPORT 
Afr fares are changing from one day to 
the next. almost randomb' and radica[!Y. 
People who believe they·l1 save money 
by driving to large metro airports .are 
being surprised to find fares there are 
often higher. 
Air Fares-
A Whole New 
Ball Game 
For more Information. 
Be sure to shop arou~ and check the 
fares at lthaca-Tompklns Reglo~ Airport. 
lock in your fare by planning ahead. Save 
time> mom;y and aggravation. 
~ 
visit our Web sits at WVM<ithaca..aftport.com, 
or call your loc81 tmveJ agent. 
ITHACA 
TOMPKINS REGIONAL 
AIRPORT 
The Cf osar Connection 
Dance fever 
Students get their groove on as part of the 
dance company IC Unbound. Page 17 
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Staff Writer ___ "When I saw it last year as a 
"In just seven days, I can make 
you" ... a show? 
Despite setbacks, the annual 
production of "The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show" in Textor Hall was 
not thwarted this year as cast and 
crew constructed a class act in just 
a week. 
Frank-N-Furter made Rocky a 
man, Janet was called a slut and 
a sold-out crowd did the "Time 
Warp" this Halloween thanks to 
the efforts of "Rocky Horror" en-
thusiasts and the IC Players. 
"I couldn't be happier with it. In 
seven days, we put this together 
with a lot of dedicated people, and 
I'm so proud of every single one of 
them," said the show's director, 
sophomore Stephen Wagner. He 
also expressed his thanks to the IC 
Players and president William 
Stipe, a junior. 
Wagner, dressed to the hilt in full 
"Rocky Horror" fashion - a 
corset, fishnets and pumps - fit right 
in with the fans, stretching down the 
hall by 10 p.m. last Thursday, two 
hours before the show was set to be-
gin. 
Cast members paraded the 
hall, screaming for attitude, hor-
mone and reality checks, cracking 
whips and herding the disorderly 
line of cross-dressed students. 
This year, however, the perform-
ers also carried signs informing 
the public of the new no-hazing 
policy. 
When the Student Activities 
Board decided to cease funding this 
year, one of the reasons was the 
KRISTEN MAGEE/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMEN AUDIENCE MEMBERS, from left, Nolan Camp, Jessica 
Lazar and Richard Levengood pose before the Halloween perfor-
mance of "The Rocky Horror Picture Show" outside Textor Hall. 
show's traditional practices that 
SAB has called hazing. Marking 
newcomers with a "V" for virgin, 
seating them in the front row and 
engaging them in the preshow 
games all are traditions that the 
SAB says is against school policy. 
Cast members agreed to stop 
those aspects of "Rocky Horror," 
which disappointed some fans. 
"Qbyiously I liked it. I came back 
this year," said Samantha Davis, a 
sophomore who saw her first 
"Rocky Horror" here last October. 
Davis' friend, sophomore Bri-
an Ente, also waited in line for 
more than an hour and agreed with 
her. 
"There's a reason I'm back," 
Ente said. "It's a cult thing. Why 
would you try and change that?" 
But even the changes couldn't 
dampen the enthusiasm of the au-
dience. 
"It's Halloween, and people 
get to unwind and come in under-
wear," junior Trevor James said. 
"People are really energized, and I 
think people in the cast are going 
to feed off the energy." 
James, dressed in his underwear, 
said "Rocky Horror" was an event 
where students gof to express 
themselves. 
For new cast members, this 
year was their "Rocky Horror" 
• 
freshman, I knew right away that I 
wanted to be in it," said sophomore 
Gina DeMarco, one of the cast 
members and a receptionist for The 
Ithacan. "I think the audience was 
really into it, and they·shouldn 't try 
and cancel it again." 
After opening games and a 
dance number to the "Moulin 
Rouge" song ''Lady Marmalade," 
the crowd began chanting "We want 
lips." Then the evening of rowdy 
sexual liberation could officially be-
gin. 
Most members had practiced in 
the "Rocky Horror" off-season, in-
cluding the new cast members: se-
niors Darius Romero as Rocky and 
Alex Seal as Janet and freshman 
Casey Sweeney as Dr. Scott. 
Returning cast members were 
aided by their years of experience, 
and it often emanated in their stage 
presence. Junior Andy Dahill, 
playing Dr. Frank-N-Furter for the 
second year, didn't bat an eyelash 
that wasn't in unison with Tim 
Curry. Also returning were the do-
mestics, junior Meredith Rossman 
as Magenta and senior Erin 
Loomis as Columbia. 
Loomis said the problems get-
ting this year's show underway only 
made the show better in the end. 
"I think that made us all really 
passionate about it, and it made us 
all really stoked to get up there and 
do it," Loomis said. 
Although "The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show" appeared to get a flat 
tire on the road to Transylvania this 
year, it apparently found "A Light 
in the Darkness." 
SOPHOMORE 
JACLYN KOSAKOWSKI 
TELEVISION-RADIO 
Hometown: Andover, N.J. 
What do you plan to do for 
the Cortaca Jug game? 
Stay with friends at Cortland. 
How do you feel about the 
bomb threat on the col-
lege? Um ... bomb threat? 
Should I be worried? 
If you were a late-night talk 
show, who would your 
celebrity sidekick be? 
Why? Anna Nicole Smith 
because I would look like a 
genius next to her. 
What's the best pizza in 
Ithaca? Papa John's. 
When you get home from 
classes on Friday, what is 
the first thing you do? Nap. 
Did you vote this month? 
Do you feel like a bad per-
son if you didn't? No, I 
don't feel bad because I 
don't know enough about the 
candidates to make an edu-
cated choice. 
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Come one, come all 
IC Unbound brings diverse dancers.together 
BY STACEY COBURN Senior Jenn Pierce, the presi-
Staff Writer dent, and Petronio agree that 
putting on the performance is the 
The music begins to blare from most rewarding part of the 
a small boombox located in the group. The performance seems to 
middle of the dance floor. Nine be a favorite for students and fac-
girls, clad in gold tank tops, black ulty, since performances each se-
hats, black pants and brown theater mester usually to sell out. 
shoes, stand frozen in a triangular Petronio said the performance 
formation. helps bring the separate dance 
As "A Chorus Song" plays, groups together for group re-
each girl unfreezes to tip her hat, hearsals. She said the unique talents 
gesture with her arm upwards and everyone brings combine to pro-
out as if painting strokes with her duce an interesting show. 
hands; she then kicks or spins and "By the time the performance 
returns to a frozen position. The comes, you definitely feel ac-
music gets stronger, and the syn- complished," Petronio said. 
chronized taps of the girls' shoes "You start with nothing, and then 
echo inside the cavernous Studio you're able to put on a 
3 of Dillingham Center. performance." 
This number is choreo- Pierce, a drama major with a mi-
graphed by junior Katie Petronio, nor in dance, said the perfor-
chairwoman of perf orm~nce for mances and rehearsals are educa-
IC Unbound. It's the largest tional. She also said dancers and 
recreational sports club, with ap- choreographers learn things about 
proximately 100 students partic- teamwork and performance in IC 
ipating. / Unbound that cannot be learned in 
"A Chorus Song" is only one of the classroom. 
the 32 dances that will be per- '~Not only is it an outlet for 
formed on Nov. 15 and 17 for the dancers to express themselves 
group's fall show. The show will and perform, but because it's stu-
cover several types of dance: dent-run, you learn a great deal of 
musical ~heater, Irish, tap, basic, leadership and roles of responsi-
jazz, modern, swing, Latin and bilities," Pierce said. "It's a 
break dancing. whole other thing with deadlines 
Junior Betsy Uhler, chair- because you're not working with 
woman of publicity, said the reason a professor saying this paper is due 
there are so many dances is because then - you 're working under your 
the club tries to include everyone peers." 
who wants to participate. Freshman Laura Becica said the 
"We try to let anyone who older girls in the class have also 
wants to choreograph do their helped her academically, recom-
dance in the show," Uhler said. "But mending classes to take and giving 
it's not like.anypJ,ly ever l½aves~~cL .. her. t!Je~-·Qpportunity- tQ -9onnect .# 
it's always really good." with people she normally wouldn't 
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MEMBERS OF IC Unbound practice the steps to a dance choreographed by junior Katie Petronio to the 
tune of "A Chorus Song." The entire dance company will perform on Nov.1s. 
get to know. 
Becica said she always imagined 
herself dancing forever. 
"I found myself through 
dance," she said. 
Becica is in four different 
dances this semester and echoed 
Petronia's sentiments-in her belief 
that the people in the group pro-
vide variety. She said each mem-
ber provides a different "creative 
energy." 
While IC Unbound has about 
100 members, Pierce estimates 
tfi,.at thei;~ ar~)ess than 10 male 
members. But she said the addi-
tion of the break dancing group 
has attracted men. 
"The great thing about our 
guys is that they are always will-
ing to work with us in a Jot of dif-
ferent dances, so when people 
need guys, they're very versatile 
dancers," Pierce said. "But, of 
course, we would always wel-
come more males ... but we don't 
feel limited by it." 
Cory Fazio, a junior, said he has 
been choreographing break dance 
pieces for IC Unbound for the last 
three semesters.with his-roommate.-
Fazio said he doesn't 'mind being 
one of the only guys and thinks IC 
Unbound is a great group of peo-
ple. Last semester he did a ballet 
duet with one of his friends, in 
spite of his lack of traditional r--
dance training. 
"I definitely would never 
have done any other kind, .of 
dance if it wasn't for this," Fazio 
said. ' 
Pierce said encouraging new 
dancers to participate is always a 
priority. 
"If you need a place to explore 
YO:t¥ af!istis~ 4a~~e freed9m, we' re 
the place to do it," she said. 
True 8tory 
Monday, Nov. 11, 2002 
Emerson 8uifes 
8:00 PM 
Freel 
r 
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Movie 
Times 
The following is valid Friday 
through Thursday. Times are 
·subject to change. 
Cinemapolis 
The Commons 
2TT-6115 
. 
Punch-Drunk Love - 7:15 
p.m. and 9:35 p.m. 
My Big Fat Greek Wedding -
7:15 p.m. and 9:35 p.m. 
Fall Creek Pictures 
1201 N. Tioga St. 
272-1256 
Bowling for Columbine -
7:15 p.m. and 9:35 p.m. 
Auto-Focus - 7:15 p.m. and 
9:35 p.m. 
lgby Goes Down - 7:15 p.m. 
and 9:35 p.m. 
Secretary - 7:15 p.m. and 
9:35p.m. 
Hoyts Ithaca 10 Cinema 
Pyramid Mall 
257-2700 
8 Mile - 11 :45 a.m., 1 :45 p.m., 
2:15 p.m., 4:20 p.m., 4:50 p.m., 
7:20 p.m., 7:50 p.m., 10 p.m., 
10:20 p.m. and 12:15 am. 
The Santa Clause 2 -
11 :30 a.m., noon, 12:30 p.m., 
2 p.m., 2:30 p.m., 3 p.m., 
4:30 p.m., 5 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 
7 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 8 p.m., 
9:30 p.m., 10 p.m. and 
10:15 p.m. 
I Spy - 11 :45 a.m., 2:15 p.m., 
4:45 p.m., 7:10 p.m. and 
9:40p.m. 
Ghost Ship - 2:10 p.m., 
4:30 p.m., 7:20 p.m., 9:40 p.m. 
and 11 :30 p.m. 
The Truth About Charlie -
1 :50 p.m., 4:15 p.m., 6:40 p.m., 
9:1 O p.m. and 11 :20 p.m. 
jackass:the movie -
2:30 p.m., 4:40 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 
9:50 p.m. and 11 :40 p.m. 
The Ring - 12:10 p.m., 2:20 
p.m., 4:35p.m., 7:1 O p.m., 9:50 
p.m. and 11 :40 p.m. 
Abandon - 12:10 a.m. 
Moonlight Mile - 1 :30 p.m., 
4 p.m., 6:35 p.m. and 9:20 p.m. 
Tuck Everlasting - 11 :40 a.m., 
1 :50 p.m. and 4 p.m. 
Red Dragon - 6:50 p.m. and 
9:35 p.m. 
Sweet Home Alabama -
1 :35 p.m., 4 p.m., 6:30 p.m., 
9 p.m. and 11 :15 p.m. 
SAB Film Series 
Textor 102 
Road to Perdition - 7 p.m., 
9:30 p.m. and midnight. 
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COURTESY OF SONY PICTURES CLASSICS 
WILLEM DAFOE, left, and Greg Kinnear play characters who analyze their sexual adventures on videotape in Paul Schrader's biopic 
of sitcom actor Bob Crane's life, "Auto Focus." The film is Schrader's first since his Russell Banks adaptation, "Affliction." 
TV star's life falls out of 'Focus' 
BY SEAN FENNESSEY 
Accent Editor 
"Auto Focus" is the remarkable 
story of a sleazebag. And Paul 
Schrader knows sleazebags. 
With "Auto Focus," Schrader, 
the film's director, has constructed 
a moral fable and a fascinating por-
trait of a bona fide sex addict. Bob 
Crane, the affable ~d baffling "nice 
guy" star of 
the 1960s sit-1 
com "Hogan's 
Heroes," is 
the focus of this decidedly dis-
turbing and intriguing film. 
Greg Kinnear stars as Crane and 
is a marvel in the role. His crooked 
smile and glowing eyes perfectly 
capture the exterior phoniness that 
defined Crane's life. Crane's story is 
an absorbing one. He started out as 
morning AM radio disc jockey and 
translated his likability and boyish 
charm into an offer for the lead role 
on "Hogan's Heroes." 
Throughout the six successful 
seasons of the show, Crane's expo-
sure grew astronomically. As his pop-
ularity grew, so did his sexual 
hunger. The film follows his ventures 
into the sexual underworld, where he 
took part in orgies and videotaped his 
escapades with h}s technically ad-
vanced partner-in-coitus, John Car-
penter (Willem Dafoe), who is af-
fectionately known as Carpy. 
Crane's beginnings in Holly-
wood look sharp and in focus. 
Schrader, a veteran of the tawdry sex 
dramas "Hardcore" and "American 
Gigolo," brings an assured, polished 
look to the first half of the film. But 
Crane's creepy and occasionally 
tenifying downward spiral in the ~-
ond half is shot entirely on a hand-
held camera with natural light. This 
gives the movie a documentary-like 
style that feels intrusive and ap-
pealingly revealing at the same 
time. The dichotomy of the film is 
stunning and never seems forced. 
As Crane descends lower and 
lower on the Hollywood ladder 
(there are a hilarious group of 
scenes in which he travels around 
doing dinner theater) and deeper 
and deeper into the sexual abyss, his 
appearance becomes more hangdog 
Santa looks for lovin' 
in Christmas sequel 
BY MATT HUNTLEY 
Staff}Yrite~r ____ _ 
The reason I think so many peo-
ple liked the original "Santa 
Clause" was because it e~plained 
things we never knew about San-
ta. The movie showed how Santa 
came to be, what he did during the 
off-season and how he performed 
impossible stunts, like climbing 
down slen-
der chim-
neys and 
coming into 
homes with-
out fireplaces. 
"The Santa Clause 2" continues 
this theme and adds an intriguing 
spin to the myth of Santa Clause. 
In this installment, the head 
,. elves remind Santa (Tim Allen) of 
the "Mrs. clause" in his contract, 
which states he must find a wife 
before Christmas Eve or he '11 lose 
his magic powers. The movie 
would have been fine with this 
plot alone, but it unfortunately 
adds a creepy subplot. 
In order for Santa to find a wife, 
he must leave the North Pole and 
become Scott Calvin again. His 
elves create a toy-cloning ma-
chine so that Santa can make a dou-
ble of himself to run things while 
he's away. His clone, however, turns 
out to be an evil dictator. 
The story of Santa finding a 
wife is sweet and charming. 
Santa begins to date his son 
Charlie's (Eric Lloyd) school 
principal (Elizabeth Mitchell). 
There's a heart-warming scene 
when Scott uses his Santa magic 
to surprise some miserable 
teachers at their Christmas party. 
Other funny moments involve 
Comet, Santa's rebellious and 
opinionated reindeer. He steals 
every scene he's in with his funny 
language and stubbornness. 
But the evil Santa story drags 
the rest of the film down. It 
makes the film more childish and 
and his amiable charm fades into an 
arrogant, overly potished de-
meanor. 
Dafoe's seedy cackle and tech-
geek disposition complement Kinn-
ear's smooth voice and lighthearted 
lifestyle. It is Carpy and Crane's re-
lationship that drives much of the 
film, all the way up to Crane's un-
solved 1978 murder. The uneasy ten-
sion between the two is like the un-
spoken hatred-Of long-married cou- . 
ples. Years of sexing about with 
groupies, strippers and hippies 
eventually ruins Crane's marriages 
and career as well as soiling his rep-
utation in Hollywood. And when all 
is said and done, Crane's contempt 
for Carpy emerges. After a brief con-
frontation between the two, many of 
the answers to Crane's murder can 
be inferred. 
In supporting roles, Rita Wilson 
and Maria Bello are wonderfully 
nagging as Crane's concerned first 
and second wives. They embody so-
ciety's view of Crane's extracurric-
ular behavior and serve as a 
metaphor for the once loving world 
that abandons him in his later years. 
Wtlson in particular looks the part of 
the disapproving wife. 
There are a number of striking 
images throughout the film but 
none as brutal and disturbingly or-
dinary as Crane and Carpy calmly sit-
ting in Crane's basement watching 
one of their sex films and openly 
masturbating together. The simple 
fact that these men treat sex like oxy-
gen is bizarre, but to hear a grown 
man, a famous ·man, pronounce 
with glee, "A day without sex is a day 
wasted," is righteously unpleasant 
It should be noted that Schrad-
er is also the writer of two other en-
grossing character studie~,. "R-aging 
Bull" and "Taxi Driver." The sin-
cerely flawed men in the three films 
each come to a gruesome, albeit 
prophesized end, and all three of the 
characters are considerable dirtbags 
in pop culture's history. 
"Auto Focus" was written by 
Paul Gerbosi, and directed and 
produced by Paul Schrader. The 
film stars Greg Kinnear, Willem 
Dafoe, Rita Wilson and Maria 
Bello. 
COURTESY OF DISNEY PICTURES 
TIM ALLEN STARS as Kris Kringle in Disney's sequel to the 
Christmas hit "The Santa Clause." Allen seeks a wife in the film. 
absurd than it needs to be instead 
of allowing the film to find a bal-
ance that pleases both younger and 
older audiences. 
Do I recommend the film? 
Not quite. It doesn't seem confi-
dent enough to decide whether it 
wants to be a children's fantasy or 
an all-around family flick like the 
original. The film would have 
been more enjoyable if it kept 
things simple instead of feeling 
like it had to go all out. 
"The Santa Clausi! 2" was direct-
ed by Michael Lembeck, written by 
Don Rhymer, Ken Dauria, Ed 
Deeter, Cinco Paul and John J. 
Strauss, and produced by Brian 
Reilly, Bobby Newmyer, Jeffrey 
Silver and Robert F. Newmyer. The 
film stars Tim Allen . 
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Guitar virtuoso 
recruits musical. help 
Santana uses s~cUl,l guests for 'Shaman' 
COURTESY OF GEFFEN RECORDS 
The legend's return 
BY ELIZABETH A. CROWLEY 
Managing Editor 
BY CELIA STAHR 
Staff Writer 
It's hard not to compare Santana's new al-
bum "Shaman" with 1999's "Supernatural." 
"Shaman" is an- · 1-- -~ -- -~~ 
other high-pro-
file collabora-
I **1/2 I 
I " Shaman" 
With the lawsuit settled between Kurt tion album that I L Santana Cobain's widow, Courtney Love, and teams up leg- - ~~----~~~~ 
Dave Grahl and Krist Novoselic, Nir- endary guitarist Carlos Santana with a mot-
vana has been ley crew of popular artists. However, it is no 
reincarnated in "Supernatural." 
a self-titled According to the liner notes, "Shaman is 
greatest . hits a spiritual healer who brings balance to mind, 
compilation. body, heart and spirit with colors, sound, 
The latest single and first track on the herbs and song, creating unity and harmony 
album, "You Know You're Right," re- in the world." 
minds the listener of what made Nirvana Carlos Santana is something of a musi-
the premier grunge band of the early cal shaman. His work transcends genres tb 
'90s. Kurt Cobain's haunting voice, cou- bring together audiences with varying 
pied with distorted guitar and steady bass tastes, especially when collaborating with di-
on the verses,'explodes to the signature verse artists. But without the right harmonies, 
biting sound on the chorus. he can't achieve that perfect balance. In this 
The rest of the album is filled with Nir- case, Santana is as good as ever but is some-
vana classics, the requisite "Smells Like tim_es muffled by his collaborators. 
Teen Spirit" and ''Corne As YouAre~'from :; There are only a handful of featured artists 
"Nevermind." Five songs from "In· who sound like they truly belong on this album, 
Utero," probably the besf recording 'the including Musiq and Seal. Melkie Jean and 
band put out, also appear, including "All Governor Washington bring in some hip hop 
Apologies'' and "Heart-Shaped Box." influence with "Since Supernatural," one of the 
A few surprises from the trio also sur- album's best offerings. Unfortunately, most of 
face, including "About a Girl," a single "Shaman" doesn't live up to these songs. 
· from the band's first album, "Bleach." The first single, "The Game ofLove'~fea- · 
Atemixed "Pennyroyal Tea," which was - turing Michelle Branch, does not conipare·to 
supposed to be a single but never ap- the catchiness of "Smooth" with Rob· 
, : · pear~ bccau1e of ~D' dealh, is a Th~~--Branch's ~voice just does not seem 
. welcome addition to the album. · - pardon' the~aHusion - smoqth enough, 
·_ Overall, the album reminds thelistener· · .and. i~tead of bl~nding with the guitar; she 
of why most of the rock bands of today . droWJ1$ it out. Unlike Musiq and Seal,.Branch. 
... •abJe.to,~ Ima alJMu.;s a · ba,:k. • jck>clo:t ,.. ·to ~ .,.._ :Ill..._ ~ 1 ; 
'3 ''.> ! H nnttl<t . . . , . 'ge . gf".tllllffi"_ ,.,, rt, ~ iwith~Santana. n :·J-i-; ,•;_ : · ~ ,. • 
and the cool kids wore plaid shirts. On the other hand, Santana's work with 
Dido . on "Feels Like Fire", is just the right 
marriage of two talents. Dido's clear, 
yearning voice mixes perfectly with the gui-
tar, creating an aching and sweet melody. This 
should have been the first single, but the cur-
rent red-hotness of Branch probably out-
weighed the actual quality of both songs. 
Creative attempts with P.O.D., Macy Gray 
and Chad Kroeger are somewhat disappoint-
ing if not forgettable. And it is admittedly odd 
to hear Santana's silky smooth guitar introduce 
the annoying, whiny, scratchy voice of Nick-
elback on "Why Don't You and I." Amazing-
ly, it's not a terrible song, despite barely being 
able to hear Santana's guitar - an ongoing 
problem in several of the collaborations. 
Although there are varying artists on the al-
bum, Santana's mesmerizing guitar is the sol-
id backbone to every song. His signature sound 
is undeniably catchy and vibrant, and even 
though some of the collaborations fall short, 
one must give him credit for ,trying - again. 
"Shaman" is a decent follow up to "Super-
natural," but the album could have used more 
of that "spiritual healing" to improve upon, or 
. at least match, what was lready great. 
,,,,,_, ,COUB1ESY.-Oa--J.. RECORDS : 
SANTANA MIXES. his'muslcal genius with 
the talents of Michelle Bfllnch and -others. 
, - • j 
, ·:.ge.::g(Jd,.bri~g~ i:9ck,to ,,11te]1~~t. 
. . . 
··tJve-
MLISit: 
BY MIKE NAGEL 
Staff Writer 
The experts, whoever they 
are and wherever they may be, 
say that the outcome of every 
relationship is determined by 
the first five minutes. Three 
hundred seconds. It takes me 
longer to microwave a burrito. 
If the same "five-minute" 
concept applies to bands, then my 
future with the California-based 
group Mad At Gravity, who 
opened for Jerry Cantrell Sunday 
night at The Haunt, cannot be 
good. This marked the second 
time in little more than a month 
that I missed a performance by 
the band (sorry, guys). 
I did, however, arrive at The 
Haunt in time to catch perfor-
mances from . the Brazilian 
rockers, Udora, and grunge-
guitar-guru-gone..:..solo, Jerry 
Cantrell. The place was packed 
tighter than I had ever seen it, 
more than at the popular '80s 
Night dance parties. Which, by 
the way, can be a very interest-
ing and enlighte~ing peek into 
life 'round these parts, even if 
you despise the music of that 
decade as much as I do. 
I overheard a fellow concert-
goer, . whose mullet' suggested 
that the '80s were still going 
strong, say, "I think the last time 
it was this packed was when. Dr. 
· Dre was here." 
, WeJL, I didn't kno'Y-a~ything 
·: ~pou~ that, but ther~ we~ ·many._ 
; ~pl~ in the audience .when 
., . .Udofa -~09k the stage. lJte,-~p~th, 
Americans were h gqod o~ner 
for Cantrell. Musically,. they 
sounded like a combination of Al-
ice in Chains and Soundgarden. 
During their set, it became 
very apparent that teenage 
angst has spread south of the bor-
der. On songs like "Bum My 
Hands," the band filled gaps in 
the chorus with screams of frus-
tration and anguish. Udora 
combined enough tough guitar 
work with a good amount of pop 
sensibility.to impress the crowd 
- most of whom, like me, had 
undoubtedly never heard of 
them before. Impress your 
friends with your knowledge of 
the foreign music scene and 
pick up a copy of their compact 
disc. It will probably be worth 
your 10 bucks. 
Watching Jerry Cantrell 
made me feel a little sorry for the 
guy. He can't weigh more than 
115 pounds soaking wet (a 
steady diet of the white horse will 
do that to you - hugs not drugs, 
kids), and he's been playing the 
same songs for a decade, which 
can be boring for a performer. 
Cantrell still put in the effort, 
though. His original material isn't 
all that different from classic Al-
ice in Chains, which makes fans 
happy. He proved Sunday that he 
could still grind out dark chords 
and moan eerie, depressing vocals 
?•,,-: : > 
:# » ~ 
~ » ✓ 
·• 
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REBECCA GARDNEMHE ITHACAN 
JERRY CANTRELL, former guitarist for Allee In Chains, per-
forms for a packed house at The Haunt Sunday night. 
with the best of them. 
However, the highlight of the 
show was the conclusion when 
Cantrell covered four consecu-
tive Alice tunes: "Angry 
Chair," "Man in the Box," 
"Down in a Hole" and "Them 
Bones." This part of the show 
was what the crowd had been 
. waiting for - a chance to re-
view the early experiences in its 
relationship with Cantrell and 
Alice. It was definitely a good 
flashback. 
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Briefs 
Revision to celebrate album 
with Castaways relea~e party 
Ithaca-based ·funk band Rev-ision -
this year 's winner of the Ithaca College 
Battle of the Bands - will hold a com-
pact disc release party on Friday at 9 p.m. 
in Castaways. The band's new album, 
"Broken Art," was written and produced 
by members of the band without the sup-
port of a label. 
The album grew out of the band's at-
tempt to distribute its music online. The 
cover for the CD release party is $5 , ex-
cept for those who record the show. Re-
vision has a policy of letting tapers in free 
as long as they give a copy the tape to the 
band members. . 
'Threepenny Opera' to open 
at Hoerner Theatre tonight 
The Ithaca College Theatre's perfor-
mance of ''The Threepenny Opera" is open-
ing, with performances today, Friday and 
Saturday at 8 p.m. and Saturday and Sun-
day at 2 p.m. All performances will be held 
in the Hoerner Theatre, and tickets are avail-
able at the Ithaca College ticket office in 
Dillingham Center. 
"The Threepenny Opera" was written 
by Bertolt Brecht and features popular but 
disturbing tunes like "Mack the Knife." 
The play is directed by Susan Berryman, 
associate professor of theater arts, who di-
rected "Bed and Sofa" at the Kitchen The-
atre earlier this season. 
Eclectic cellist to p.erform 
with vaudevillian ensemble 
World-renowned cellist Hank 
Roberts and his ensemble· Wiggy Dog 
Boy will hold a compact disc release par-
. '. ty for his new ·ubum ''The Truth·and Rec-
-· onciliatioti 'Sti W\ dn Saturday ·at 7:30 
p.m. in the State Theatre. Doors open at 
7p.m. ·_ 
Roberts mixes elements of classical, 
pop, and jazz in his latest effort, which 
features m·usic for large ensembles. 
''The Truth and Reconciliation Sho~" is 
his first album in five years . 
Roberts w.ill be jQ!Qed.~y a -vari~ty of 
musicians on S"atµrdaY....-•·makirig the· CD 
release party into . a ·perform-ar1ce r~mi-
, .niscent of a vaudeville show. Mamadou 
Diabate is the optni9-gd~~t. rhe show is 
free and ticke~s are av~ilable at the Itha-
, ,- ca College ticket office in Dillingham 
Center. 
Crossover flutist and pianist 
to combine musical styles 
Flutist Jim Walker will perform his 
blend of classical ,'jazz and New Age mu-
sic at a free concert on Friday at 8: 15 p.m. 
in Ford Hall of the James J. Whalen Cen-
ter for Music. Walker will be joined on 
stage by pianist Bryan Pezzone, who is 
also an experienced performer of multi-
ple genres. 
Walker is the leader of the crossover 
ensemble Free Flight. He has performed 
at the 2002 Academy Award ceremony 
and on "The Tonight Show," as ',1/ell as 
in concert halls across the country. He is 
being brought to Ithaca College by a grant 
from the Robert G. Boehmler Commu-
nity Foundation. 
Benefit concert for Nepal 
to bring local bands to Ithaca 
Local bands will perform in a chari-
ty concert for Educate the Children today 
at 7 p.m. in the Emerson Suites. Educate 
the Children is an Ithaca-based organi-
zation that runs programs for education, 
community development and women's 
empowerment .in Nepal. 
The bands - Oculus; Cletus and the 
Barnburners; Thanks, Mr. Brown; and 
Bomb Squad - will perform on two 
stages. Tickets for the event are $5 and 
all proceeds go to Educate the Children. 
The concert is SJ>?nsored by Hillel. 
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Event of the week 
Peace rally on Tuesday at 12: 10 p.m. at Free 
Speech Rock to protest the possible war in 
Iraq. Professors and students will speak. 
Weekly Calendar 
of Events 
Nov. 7-13 
FOUR-DAY WEATHER FORECAST SHE WRITES THE SONGS . 
Today Friday 
Showers Showers 
Saturday 
High: 42° 
Low: 26° 
Partly cloudy 
High: 45° 
LOY{: 35° . 
Forecast issued by the National Weather Service, courtesy of the 
Northeast Regional Climate Center at Cornell University. 
Today 
Sandra Gordon '92 -
Presentation of her new book, 
"Action," at noon in Park 220. 
VOS Teach-In - 12:05 to 1 :10 
p.m. in Textor 101. 
- REACT - 12:15 p.m. in Williams 
221 . 
French Club - 6 to 7 p.m. in 
Conference Room, Campus 
Center. 
Sign Language Club ·- 6:30 to 
7:30 p.m. in Friends 201. . 
Charity Concert - Oculus and 
Cletus and the Barnburners from 7 
to 11 p.m. in Emerson Suites. 
Religions, Ethnicities, Identities 
- Civilizational Thinking and 
Modernity: Crisis of Cultural 
Narratives in Islamic.Societies 
- 7 p.m. in Klingenstein Lounge, 
Campus Center. 
Anime Society of Ithaca College 
- 7:30 to 11 p.m. in CNS 118. 
Insight - 8 p.m. in Williams 317. 
Native American Cultural Club 
- 8 to 9 p.m. in Friends 207. 
at 8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen 
Center. · 
Community 
ABC Cafe - Elements of Design. 
State Theatre - Junoon at 9 p.m . . 
Micawber's - Steve Morgan and 
Chris Merkely from 6·to 9 p.m. 
Saturday . 
Senior Recital - Gina Alduino, 
percussion, at noon in Ford Hall, 
Whalen Center. ' · 
Elective Trombone Recital -
Mark Walsh, bass trombone, at 1 
p.m. in Naben~auer Recital 
Room halen Center. _ 
"The Threepenny " - · 2 - - · 
and 8 p.m. in Hoerner Theatre, 
Dillingham Center. 
Senior Recital - Abigail 
Shenkle, piano, at 2 p.m. in Ford 
Hall, Whalen Center. 
Junior Recital - Laura Raposo, 
viola, at 3 p.m. in Hockett Family 
Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
Junior Recital - Stacey Bellott, 
bassoon, at 7 p.m. in Hockett . 
Family Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
Joint Elective Senior Recital -
Joshua Phillips, horn, and Timothy 
Smith, trombone, at 8:15 p.m. in 
Nabenhauer Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
Sports 
MEGHAN MAZELLA/THE ITHACAN 
ITER JI;~ SHAN~M~N ,..Peffor.m~in the .~ub M~nq~Y, , .~tg~t.J.~..:~ .$.tud,e.'ll : 
· . ._. • .ftnallaf In the Llllth ~r Talent Search and 
the winner In the 2000 Independent Music Awards. 
Habitat for Humanity -::- 4 p.m. in 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center. 
Junior Recital .,... Joseph Prusch, 
viola, at 4 p.m. in Hockett Family 
Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
Dungeons and Dragons Game 
- 6 to 11 :30 p.m. in Conference 
Room, Campus Center. 
Academics Committee - 6 p.m. 
in North Meeting Room, Campus · 
Center. 
Community 
ABC Cafe - Daniel Harris at 
brunch, Air Sponge at dinner. 
Free Speech Rock. 
Contemporary Chamber 
Ensemble - 8:15 .p.m. in Ford 
Hall ,-Whalen Center. · 
Seminar: Orienation to Campus 
Recruiting - Noon to 1 p.m. in 
Friends 110. 
Zine Club - 7 p.o,. in Friends 201. 
Student Government 
Association - 8:15 p.m. in North 
Meeting Room, Can:,pus Center. 
Campus Crusade for Ct.ui~~ i 
5:45 to 9 p:ni. in Muller Gha'.p'el, . 
-· ' .. ,: 
' . 
Circle K - 7 tq ~ p.m. in F;riends 
210. 
Multi;.Orgasmic Man Society -
7 to 10 ·p~~- in Friends 301. 
Park Distinguished Visitor -
Pat Mitchell, pr~sident and CEO of 
PBS, at 7:30 p.m),i_n Emerson 
Suites. 
IC Republicans - 8 p;m. in 
Friends 308. ·, 
Composition Premieres II ~ 
8:15 p.m. in Hockett Family 
Recital Hall, Whalen Center. "The Threepenny Opera" - 8 p.m. in Hoerner Theatre, 
Dillingham Center. · 
Trombone Troupe - 8:15 p.m. in 
Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
swego at a.m. Mond~y 
Men's and wqmen's cross coun- I 
t
0
ry at NYSC
1
T
1
C Championship at . 
Football vs. Buffalo State at 1 p.m. ...,_......, _____ """""""""""""""= 
Eucharist for Peace and 
Healing in the Celtic/Anglican 
Tradition - 12:10 p.m. Muller 
Chapel. 
Not all Ithaca College events 
are listed in the calendar. 
Communit-y 
ABC Cafe - Open jazz night. 
Friday 
Last day to revoke PASS/FAIL 
and to withdraw with "W" in 
semester classes 
Dungeons and Dragons Game 
- 6 to 11 :30 p.m. in Conference 
Room, Campus Center. 
Shabbat Services - 6 to 7 p.m. 
in Muller Chapel. 
Harvest Moon Dance - ·6:30 to 8 
p.m. in Emerson Suites. 
"The Threepenny Opera" - 8 
p.m. Hoerner Theatre, Dillingham 
Center. 
Guest Recital - Free Flight Duo 
Sunday 
Protestant Worship Service -
11 a.m. in Mull~r Chapel. 
Catholic Mass - 1 and 9 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. . 
Senior Recital - Kim Kather, · 
flute, at 1 p.m. in Ford Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
"The Threepenny Opera" - 2 
p.m. in Hoerner Theatre, 
Dillingham Center. 
Elective Joint Percussion 
Recital - Taryn Lott and Nicholas 
Galante, at 2 p.m. in Hoerner 
Theatre, Dillingham Center. 
Senior Recital - Allison 
Zalneraitis, french horn, at 3 p.m. 
in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Internship Panel - Sponsored 
by the International Business 
Association at 7 p.m. in 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus 
Center. 
BIGAYLA - 8 p.m. i_n Friends 207. 
IC Democrats - 8 p.m. in 
Friends 201 . 
Ariadne String QuartEft (Minus 
One) - Duet concert at 8:15 p.m. 
in Hockett Family Recital Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
Guitar Club - 9 p.m. in Textor 
103. 
BRIDGES - 9:15 p.m. in North 
Meeting Room, Campus Center. 
Tuesday 
Peace Rally - 12:10 to 1 p.m. at 
Seminar: Creating a Resume -
1 to 2 p.m. in North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center. 
Cass Park 
Ice Rink & Aquatics 
Center 
Send information to The Ithacan, 
269 Roy H. Park Hall, Ithaca 
Gollege, by Monday at 5 p.m. For 
more information, call Calendar 
Manager Christine Lomb at 274-
3208 or fax at 27 4-1565. 
We offer: 
Broomhall 
Birthday Parties 
Swimming & Skating Lessons 
Public Skating & Swimming 
Skate Rentals & Sharpening 
Ice Hockey 
Group Rates for Sororities, 
Fraternities & Clubs! 
Tel: (607) 273-1090 701 Taughannock Blvd. 
To place a classified 
please contact 
Christine Lomb, 
classified manager, 
at 274-1618. laSSified 
Employment 
Webcam broadcasters wanted. 
Like those seen on your voyeur 
sites. Paid weekly. Choose your 
own hours. NO fees. Earn $25-
plus hourly. Start immediately. 
http://v,,ww.buzzcams.com. 
1-888-818-1093. 
Bartender Trainees Needed. 
$250 a day potential. 
Local Positions. 
1-800-293-3985 ext. 299. 
Marketing Agency seeks High 
Energy Individuals for 
Promotions in Bars & NiQhtclubs 
Must Have own Vehicle 
$15/hr. 
1-888-4 77-6668. 
www.HausPromotions.com 
FRATERNITIES AND 
SORORITIES, CLUBS, 
STUDENT GROUPS -
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this 
semester with a proven 
CampusFundraiser 3-hour fund-
raising event. Our programs 
make fund-raising easy with no 
risk. Fund-raising dates are filling 
quickly, so get with the program! 
It works. Contact 
CampusFundralser at 
(888) 923-3238 or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com. 
UNIVERSITY BARTENDING 
CLASSES START SOON 
1-800-U--CAN-MIX 
WWW.UNIVERSITYBARTEND-
-ING.COM. 
For Rent 
For 2003-2004 - Four bedroom 
house, furnished, close to IC, 
hardwood floors, woodburning 
stove, garage, large dining room, 
washer and dryer. $360 per 
person+ utilities. 273-1.669. 
Furnished house and apartments. 
Walking distance to IC. 272-1115. 
COMMONS WEST 
. DOWNTOWN BEST 
Luxur.y 2 & 3 bedrooms intercom, 
laundry, elevator 
on-site manager. 
273-9462. 
On The Commons 
Large 3 Bedroom apartment 
Available Aug. 1. 
. 272-7441. 
Three and Four bedroom with 
parking non-coin operated wash-
er and dryer, dishwasher, 
balconies. Call 273-8576. 
Three bedroom house. Opposite 
rear entrance to IC. Good size 
bedrooms, full basement with a 
washer and dryer. Off-street 
· parking, yard. Very nice. 
Available 6-1-03. $345 per per-
son plus utilities. Furnished or 
unfurnished. 
Certified Properties of TC Inc. 
. 273-1669 
http://www.14850.com/web/ 
certified 
For 2003-2004 -one bedroom fur-
nished apt. Close to IC and The 
Commons. Hardwood floors, 
$570 includes heat. 273-1669. 
For Rent 
Close to IC. 2, 3, 5 bedroom 
apartments. Furnished with off-
street parking. For appointment 
call 272-5647, 592-0150 or 
273-5192. 
5 bedroom legal for 4. 
Big ~oms. Free laundry. $375 
plus. Call 273-4430. 
Leave message. 
Lake property available for 
Ithaca/Cornell Graduation. Three 
Bedrooms/1 .5 baths. Furnished. 
Includes amenities. 
$900/weekend. 
277-6961. 
For 2003-2004. Six-bedroom 
house, furnished, close to IC, 3 
bathrooms, lots of parking, hard-
wood floors and carpeting, dump-
ster, washer and dryer. $360 per 
person+ utilities. 273-1669. 
Graduation Weekend! 5+ bed-
rooms, (sleeps 12+), 4 1/2 baths, 
large, open, new, fabulous house 
on wooded property, plenty of 
parking. $2,000 for 3-day week-
end. 257-4030. sh@twcny.rr.com. 
Three or 4 bedroom house for 
reflt 10-month lease, mainte-
nance free. $350 per bedroom · 
plus. Furnished. Very close to IC. 
Bus-Rt. Stops in front. 8/1/03 to 
5/31/04. Call soon. 
607-272-0296. 
South HIii Rentals: Prospect St. 
Aurora St. HIiiview J,1. 
Houses and Apartments for rent 
2000-2004 yr. All are~furnished, 
some with off-street parking. 
Available August. 
. For 2003-2004 Downtown 3 bed- Call 273-5370. · 
Four bedroom townhouses 212, room furnished apt. Across from -----=-'--------
GIies ~~l furnished on~.and a. _ -.Qe~.,~ ,_ ~ ~ <be,r,_,, , . ,~• _placf,~~__,~. 
· harfflaths, rallt'td ro6m, trash' '• ' ' ,~ off-stree\'p'il°Atrnrf$30'5 ·pet per-· -- ,c Ffoiisil'lg Solutions can help! 
collection and parking. $325 per son plus utilities. 273-1669. Find a place that meets 
person plus utilities. ------------ your needs. 
Available June 1 or Aug. 1. 918 DANBY ROAD, 4 BED- www.hou~ons.com. 
,_ Ruben Realty. 272-1870. ROOM, FURNISHED, 3 BATHS, 103 Dryden Road. 
Well-maintained 3 or 4 bedroom·~ 
house available Aug. 2003. Two 
full baths, fully carpeted. Newly 
renovated, unfurnished or fur-
nished, free washer and dryer. 
Free off-street private parking. No 
Pets. Downtown. 273-6828. 
SOUTH AURORA St. 
FABULOUS PLACE FOR 10 
300 FEET TO COMMONS 
Huge new fully furriished 10-bed-
room luxury apartment with 4 full 
new baths, large single bedrooms 
each with its own refrigerator, 
high ceilings, many big windows, 
large living room, new kitchen, all 
in a landmark Victorian brick man-
sion with cute front porch. Only 
$390 each including heat & hot 
water. Ample park-ing available. 
Laundry. Bus at corner to IC. 
273-9462. 
AVAILABLE 2003-2004 
SCHOOL YEAR. TWO BED-
ROOMS FURNISHED, EAT-IN 
KITCHEN, PRIVATE PORCH, 
WASHER/DRYER, CLOSE TO 
COMMONS. 272- 2696. 
Three bedroom apartment. 
Coddington Rd. Large bed-
rooms, eat in kitchen. Large 
yard, patio, off street parking/ 
Available 8-2-03. $345 per 
person plus utilities. 
Furnished or unfurnished. 
Certified Properties of TC Inc. 
273-1669 
http://www.14850.com/web/ 
certified 
Graduation Weekend 
House for rent, 4/5 bedrooms 
sleeps 9. Two-half baths, beau-
tiful home, large deck, 5 minutes 
from IC/ $1800 for 3 day week-
end. 277-3779. 
jmb444@yahoo.com. 
This space is for rent. 
Call 274-1618. 
DISHWASHER, FIREPLACE, . . 272-6091. 
PARKING, LAKE VIEW, BUS 
ROUTE, WALK TO IC. 273-9300. 
AURORA STREET 
near Commons huge, bright 3 & 4 
bedrooms new kitchen, laundry, 
furnished, porch. 
273-9462. 
THE OLD CIGAR FACTORY 
Ithaca Commons 
Studio 1 & 2 bedrooms 
Hardwood floors, high ceilings, 
bus to IC & Cornell Fall 2003. 
273-9462. 
NEW MINI STUDIOS 
On the Ithaca Commons 
TV lounge, laundry, near . 
everything. $420 and up. 
273-9462. 
Three to 6 Bedroom House for 
Rent furnished close to IC. 
272-6016 or 273-4211. 
Thre~ bedroom Apartments 
or six bedroom house. South 
Hill. Hardwood floors, large 
bedrooms. Yard, storage, off-
street parking. $365 per per-
son plus utilities. Furnished or 
unfurnished. Nice. 
Available 6-1-03. 
Certified Properties of TC 
Inc. 
273-1669. 
http://www.14850.com/web/ 
certified 
Elegant home on Cayuga Lake 
available for Graduation. Not 
too early to reserve--5 bed-
rooms, 3 full baths, fully 
equipped, huge deck overlook-
ing lake, boat dock on 100 ft. of 
private lake frontage. Park at 
door. 25 minutes to IC. Video 
available. 301-983-9536 or 
bsnyder@comcast.net. 
Two bedroom apartment: modern 
furnished, new carpet, paint, free 
parking close to IC. $690 plus 
elec. 272-8017. 
Available January! 
Studio Apartment furnished . 
on lake close to town. 
$495 plus. 
272-6016 or 273-4211. 
Ithaca Solar Townhouses, 4 bed-
room, furnished, computer desks, 
dishwasher, microwave, 2 baths, 
fireplace, suburban location, walk 
to IC. 273-9300. 
For 2003-2004 - Two bedroom 
furnished apt. Close to IC, over-
looking Six Mile Creek. 24-hr. on-
street parking, washer & dryer. 
$375 per person, includes heat. 
273-1669. 
Available 8-1-03 One bedroom 
apt. Available 8-1-03 Two bed-
room house. For info call 
272-6361. 
Free Dinner at the Boatyard 
Grill with the Rental of a 
Five Bedroom house. Walk to 
Campus or Commons. Very 
large bedrooms, eat in kitchen, 
2 full bathrooms, storage. 
Large yard. $360 per person 
plus utilities. Furnished or 
unfurnished. Avaliable 6-1-03. 
Must see. 
Certified Properties of TC Inc. 
273-'.1669. 
http://www.14850.com/web/ 
certified 
FURNISHED, AFFORDABLE, 
CONVENIENT 4BR TOWN-
HOUSE. FREE PKG & LORY. 
DSHWSHR. MICROWAVE. 
FLEXIBLE LEASE FROM 
$360/RM B4 11/22. 277-8477. 
Lovely 4 bedroom house with big · 
rooms & parking for 4 cars. Nice 
3 bedroom apt. available and stu-
dio apt. Please call at 272-521 O 
after 2 p.m. 
For Rent 
GRAND VICTORIAN MANSION 
One block to Commons completely 
modernized top quality rooms with 
mini-kitchen 9 new baths, large TV 
room, laundry. $320 and up. 
273-9462. 
New 3 bedroom. Unique 
contemporary design. 2 full 
baths, private balcony, storage, 
furnished, energy efficient. 2 
blocks from Commons, favorite 
IC location. 
• 275-0152 or 277-6260. $1,000+. 
Hudson St. House 
1, 3, and 4 Br. Apts. 
Fully furnished. Large living 
areas and Br. Parking, laundry 
Call 272-8343 or 272-6189. 
AVAILABLE 2003-2004 
SCHOOL Y.EAR. THREE BED-
ROOMS. FURNISHED. DISH-
WASHER. WASHER/DRYER-
PARKING. CLOSE TO 
-COMMONS. 272-2696. 
389 STONE QUARRY ROAD, 4 
BEDROOM, FURNISHED, 
HARDWOOD FLOORS, FIRE-
PLACE, WASHER/DRYER, 
FULL BASEMENT, 2 CAR 
GARAGE. 273-9300. 
Beautiful, large, 4 bedrooms, 
South Hill, close to downtown and 
campus, fully furnished, well 
maintaineq, competitively priced. 
227-4513 or 347-4513. 
Dave Christie. · 
Lake Rentals - E. Shore Dr. Two 
& 3 Bedrooms. Weekly rentals 
from July 4th to end of summer. 
Furnished. Includes amenities. 
2n-6e61. · 
Notices 
Eck Worship Service Sun., Nov. 
10, 11 a.m. Best Western 
University Inn. Topic: "To Listen Is 
·to Love." Eck ·Readin~ HU Song, 
Discussion opportunity for all to 
share love for God. Public Invited. 
Sponsored by New York Satsang 
Society affiliate of Eckankar. Inf. 
800-749-7791. 
www.eckankar.org. 
Sublet 
Housemates driving you crazy? 
Sublet your place 
& find another: 
ONE LOW PRICE! · 
Drop in & ask about our special. 
Housing Solutions 
www.housingsolutions.com. 
103 Dryden Road. 
272-3502. 
.. . . - --- . .. ... .. . .. ... - ~- .. ... -
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Travel 
Act now! Guarantee the best 
spring break prices! South Padre, 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, 
Acapulco, Florida + Mardi Gras. 
Travel free. Reps needed. Earn 
$$$. Group discount for 6+. 
1-888-THINKSUN 
(-1-888-844-6578 dept. 2626). 
www.springbreakdiscounts.com. 
USA Spring Break 
Presents 
Spring Break 2003. 
Campus Reps Wanted. 
Earn 2 free trips for 15 people. 
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, 
Jamaica, Acapulco; South Padre 
and Florida. 
Call Toll Free 1-877-460-6077. 
www.usaspringbreak.com. 
• #1 Spring Break Vacations! 110% 
Best Prices! Mexico, Jamaica, 
Bahamas, Florida, Texas. Book 
Now & Receive Free Parties & 
Meals. Campus Reps Wanted! 
1-800-234-7007. 
endlesssummertours.com. 
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun 
Coast Vacations wants to send 
you on Spring Break 2003 to 
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, 
Jamaica or the Bahamas for 
FREE! Call us now at 
1-800-795-4786 or e-mail us at 
sales@suncoastvacations.com! 
Ithaca Spring Break '03 with 
StudentCity.com. The ultimate 
vaca~on in Cancun, Bahamas, 
Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica and 
more1 Packages include airfare, 
7 nights hotel, FREE FOOD, 
FREE DRINKS and 150% lowest 
price ~uara.nteel REPS wanted! 
Organize 15 friends::and get 
hooked up with 2 free trips and 
VIP treatment. Also earn some 
extra cash and bonus prizes for · 
job promoting StudentClty.com! 
Call 1-800-293-1445 or e-mail 
sales@studentcity.com today! 
Spring Break Largest Selection of 
Spring Break d~stinations, includ-
ing cruises! Foam Parties, Free 
Drinks and Club Admissions. 
Epicurean Tours. 
1-800-231-4-FUN. 
Sign onto our Web site today. 
www.epicurrean.com. 
This space could be 
yours. 
Call the · advertising 
department at 
274-1618. 
Wtvadlm~for 
ComeU Barbershop 
now relocated at 
NEW IMAGO 
comer of Rt 13 aad Meadow, 
a. .rmm Callager's 
·272-7402 
CMCait IJ M:A~ ♦ .wM1CA • &.HAMM ♦ R.01110A 
--·:.-.- i· 
✓ ·~ 
. T 
TIIA,,_L a. 
SELL TRIPS, EARii CASH,. 1.800.648.484'> 
GO FRIii! www.ststrovel.com 
_..._._-.......................... --... .. -..._._....._ ....... ~..._ .... --- ......... -.. ..... _...,,,.,, ..... ...... 
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DILBERr0 BY SCOTT ADAMS 
POINTY-HAIRED CONVICT ) 
I'VE GOT TO FIND A 
WAY TO BUST OUT OF 
THIS JOINT. 
I 
WHAT HAPPENED 
WHILE · I LJAS IN 
JAIL? 
lil 
@I 
~ 
I 
MORALE SK-YROCKETED I 
PROFITS SOARED, AND 
FOR THE FIRST TIME I 
LIFE HAD MEANING. 
WELL I THAT DIDN'T 
WORK ... OH I I .GET 
IT: THIS IS A LITTLE 
JOKE YOU PLAY ON 
ALL THE FRESH MEAT. 
HERE'S THE TEMP 
YOU REQUESTED .-
! GAAA!!!' fJO , 
• HANDSHAKE! I I'\ 
i I WON'T NEED A 
{ -CHAIR. I LIKE TO 
! . STAND IN THIS ) II AfRl\1D OF COMMITMENT II ~ POSITION. ; . ... 
I'M A TEMP WITH A } 
FEAR OF COMMITMENT. lil @I 
I KEEP ONE FOOT OUT f 
THE DOOR. 'i 
i 
I'VE DEVELOPED A 
NEW THEORY OF 
INTELLIGENCE THAT 
I CALL "DROP-BY I.0." 
DON'T GIVE PERFOR-
MANCE REVIEWS ON 
TIME. 
E 
0 
~ 
0 
Ill 
@) 
I 
"O 
.. 
~ 
~ 
E 
0 
0 
t: 
:e 
/// ·J 
'i 
::I 
i 
• A 
0 
"¥ 
.; 
! 
WHATEVER. JUST • 
TAKE CARE OF THIS i .. 
FOR ME. IT'LL TAKE Ill 
TEN MINUTES . . 
\ 
WAIT UNTIL AN 
EMPLOYEE SCREWS 
UP SOMETHING 
BIG I THEN POUNCE! 
... AND 
THAT'S WHY 
I'M AFRAID 
Of BANANAS. 
\ 
... I FORGOT TO UN -
PLUG THE DEMO UNIT 
AND IT BURNED DOWN 
OUR CUSTOMER'S 
HEADQUARTERS. 
DO YOU 
HAVE A 
MINUT 
._ ________________ i._ _____ .._..._._._ _____ _.i .......... _______ """.._ __ ~ 
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CROSSWORD BY KRTPUZZLES 
ACROSS 
1 Alabama town 
6 Destiny -
10 Org. of Webb 
and Sorenstam 
14 Path 
15 Lincoln and 
Burrows 
16 Part of U.A.E. 
17 Jazz singer of 
note 
19 Warsaw native 
20 Pose questions 
21 Chilled 
22 Creature 
24 Namib or Gobi 
26 Sen. Kefauver 
28 usrentry- · -
30 Doctors 
34 NDeath of a 
Salesman" 
character 
37 Surrealist 
Salvador 
39 Prepare to run 
after the catch 
40 Many Norwegian 
kings 
42 Won foUower? 
43 Ultraviolet filter 
44 Fill an empty flat 
45 •- It a Pity" · 
47 Pre"OWned 48 Spanish ship .. . 
50 Caterwaul 
52 Subarctic fores1 
54 Functional 
feathers 
58 Leisurely walk 
61 SharpJaste 
63 Tic-tac-toe win 
64 Work gang 
65 Pancake topper 
· 68 Helper 
· 69 China land 
70 Marin novel, "_ 
Kroger" 
71 Othello, e.g. 
72 Sam or Trevor 
73 Expression of 
contempt 
DOWN 
1 Fast starter? 
2 Expunge 
3 Capers 
4 Cambridge sch. 
5 "Java" trumpeter 
6 Phony 
7 Tolerate 
8 Hanoi holiday 
9 Will contents 
10 Blue gem 
11 Spring ball 
12 Festive affair 
13 Adam's second 
18 Played a part 
23 Keen! ;, .. 
25 Paris landmark 
27 Climb (a rope) 
29 Pairing 
31 Self-Images 
32 Graphic letter 
33 Risked getting a 
ti~~t . 
34 197e«) 
Wlmbtedon 
chtmpion 
35 Ends of small 
intestines 
36 Drop 
38 Spanish adlcle , .. , 
41 Purloin 
46 Close-fitting ha1 
49 Wildcatter 
51 ,Gerrrlan 
sausages 
53 . Clinton cabinet 
member 
55 Actor Greene 
'.. 56 Comic Anderson 
' ·57 Unnatural 
· .sleep 
58 · Con game· 
59 Middle section of 
.a scherzo 
60 Make over 
62 Heroine of·"Jhe 
Good Earth" " 
66 Sun Devils' sch. 
67 Distant 
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Empire 8 Conference tournament 
Men rally together to win Entpire 8 title 
Down one player, 
Ithaca beat Nazareth 
on a late goal to earn 
an NCAA playoff berth 
BY JOSH MCCANN 
Staff Writer 
Bomber midfielder Jared Smith said af-
ter Saturday's 1-0 escape over Elmira that the 
"most composed team" would win the in-
augural Empire 8 Conference tournament. 
Turns out, those words would prove down-
right prophetic 
the next day in 
Ithaca's even 
tighter 2-1 cham-
Men's soccer 
pionship victory over Nazareth.· 
Everything had gone according to plan 20 
minutes into Sunday's championship game, 
played on Ithaca's practice field due to the de-
teriorating turf of Carp Wood Field. With an 
automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament up 
for grabs, the Bombers (11-5-2) had just tak-
en a 1-0 lead on a goal by sophomore Andy 
Smith and appeared in control of the contest. 
Then disaster struck. Sophomore mid-
fielder Ben Visnyei, who set Smith up per-
fectly on-the scoring play, was ejected after 
receiving his second yellow card during the 
22nd minute for continuing to play after an 
offsides whistle. 
The disqualification, which forced the 
Bombers to play..a man down for the rest of 
the game, ·gave Nazareth a huge advantage 
over the last 68 minutes and a gracious op-
portunity to nab the conference crown. 
Or so it~. 'l'MSouth mn squad has · -
been on such a run the second half of this sea-
son that not even the devastating disqualifi-
cation of its second-leading scorer could dim 
its optimism; 1 · .. ,, • -~ , _ _ .. 
"No big deaT~' senior goalie Glenn , REBECCA GARONER/THE ITHACAN 
Palmieri said afterward. "We came back. We SOPHOMORE ANDY SMITH works with the ball against Nazareth's T.J. Lynch Sunday In the Bombers' 2-1 victory over the Goldei:1 
all decided to push hard. Everyone worked Flyers. The victory guaranteed the Bh,1e and Gold a bert~ in the NCAA playoffs, and the pairings will . be_ announced o~: $u,iday. ~ 
much hardei.u·_.'.- . ,..,..,.,. . · · .: , -~. -.. . . ., '. 
~ven after ~•s Eric Thomas -net- [wdl] defensively, but w~ all have to get [up- celebration that saw an army of teammates a Bomber lacrosse star. 
ted the etj'iialiierc:in ·a Breakaway in the ~th ·. field); too - otherwise I would've had no chase him as he slid headfirst along the mud Once again, the rest of the Bombers had 
minute, the Bombers refused to sit back in help: up Jop," Alexander said. · toward the' comer flag. faith that a teammate, Marksberry, w9uld 
a defensive sh~ll for the rest of the contest. · For much of the final period, no.one.could _'4When I passecLto. Deyle for the winning come through. 
Instead, coach Andy Byrne opted to push come to Alexander's aid. Sophomore Dave goal, I just had so much emotion-it was just ."I knew that Josh was-on (Dargout), and 
midfielder Mike Alexander aggressively King and sophomores Kevin McConnick and the best moment of my life," Alexander said. Josh doesn't let anyone by him," Alexander 
upfield. The calculated switch in strategy was. Andy Smith all rotated into Alexander's role, But the game was far from over, especially said. "He plays balls-out." 
made to keep. at least one Nazareth defend- to no avail. since the conference's two leading scorers, As the clock ticked away, Marksberry and 
er busy, Byrne said. At least until the 81st minute, that is, when Jefferson Dargout and Kevin Thornton, the Bombers clung tenaciously to their 
Byrne added that the alteration proved the cavalry finally arrived in the form of ju- would be prowling in the Ithaca end for the scant lead, thwarting every desperate 
even more effective than he'd anticipated. . nior forward Eric Deyle. With Alexander once final nine minutes. Nazareth attempt to salvage at least a tie with 
since "Mike was so dangerous that it took again bullying his way down the left side of Just as he had in the Bombers' 2-1 con- a final lunge or diving slide tackle. 
two, maybe three guys out of their attack," the field, Deyle snuck in front of him ference-opening win at Nazareth Sept. 14, Fittingly, Palmieri finished the game by 
allowing Ithaca to get the better of play in unchecked. After Alexander was surround- however, junior Josh Marksberry marked -snuffing out a long-distance, last-gasp drive 
the second half despite playing 1 0-on-11. ed by a host of Nazareth defenders, he slipped Dargout with stifling man-to-man defense, from Dargout. For the senior goalie, the last-
Nonetheless, Alexander said it took an ex- a pass through to Deyle, who then slotted the leaving the other Blue and Gold defenders ditch effort stamped the Bombers invitation 
traordinary effort from each of the Bombers ball perfectly between sprawled Golden Fly- to focus on Thornton. to the NCAA playoffs .. 
to make up for the missing man on defense. ers goalie Steve Hogan and the left post. Byrne attributed Marksberry's peskiness "Oh, that was like a perfect dream right 
"It was tough, cause we had to play real Deyle's go-ahead goal ignited a jubilant to his strength, toughness and background as there," he said. 
REBECCA GARDNER/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE BEN VISNYEI rolls over in disbelief after getting ejected Sunday. 
Visnyei says call 'ridiculous' 
BY JOSH MCCANN 
Staff Writer 
Bomber midfielder Ben Visnyei was 
bearing down on the Nazareth net with a 
. full head of steam and only the goalie to 
beat, poised to put Ithaca up 2-0 against 
Nazareth Sunday afternoon. 
The linesman's flag had already gone up, 
however - unbeknownst to Visnyei - in-
dicating he had been in an offside position 
when the ball was served. 
But it was already too late. Visnyei took 
a hard dribble to his left, and blasted the ball 
into the back of the net anyway, an accidental 
breach of formal soccer etiquette which Vis-
nyei said is rarely called. The result was Vis-
nyei 's second yellow card of the game and 
automatic ejection from the contest. 
"I dido 't even realize the play had 
stopped," said Visnyei, who still sounded 
shell-shocked afterwards. "I was still just 
going with the flpw of the game." 
The distraught Visnyei, a look of anguish 
on his face, flung himself at the feet of the 
referee and appeared to pray for mercy, des-
perately hoping to avoid a red card just 21 
minutes into the match he later said meant 
"more than anything;' to him and his team-
mates. · 
The official was indifferent to the emo-
tional scene unfolding before him, however, 
and pulled out the bright red card anyway, 
holding it up for all to see. Visnyei 's shoul-
ders slumped in dejection. 
"I think it's kind of ridiculous," Visnyei 
said. "I mean, it's the championship game." 
Though the Bombers do not know who 
they will face in· the upcoming NCAA Tour-
nament until Sunday, they will be without 
Visnyei . A red-carded player is required to 
sit out his team's subsequent contest. 
Visnyei will just have to hope his team-
mates win one more without him, Byrne said. 
Fortunately for Visnyei, it would be hard to 
bet against the Bombers at this point. 
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' Ugly-duckling Bombers 
rise to top of Empire 8 
< I 
Growing up, there were always certain 
guys or girls who you thought might be 
cute but were just lacking something. You 
could never quite put your finger on it, but 
you knew they were held back by some-
thing big. 
Then one year, they got their braces 
taken off, they started working out, they 
got a nice tan, and all of 
a sudden, they were 
the most beautiful 
people in school. 
Though I'm no 
judge on their looks, 
the 2002 Ithaca Col-
lege men's soccer 
team has come back 
from an ugly-duck-
ling season to be one 
of the best and most '1,1ARIO FONTANA 
exciting teams at 
Ithaca. Their run from also-rans to Em-
pire 8 champions is perhaps the best sto-
ry ·of the fall sports season. 
Last year the team had one of the most 
dreadful starts ever. The South Hill squad 
began the season 0-7. They did not score 
a goal until their fourth game, and in the 
first seven games, they managed a 
mere four goals. 
But through the difficulties, Ithaca start-
ed to put things together. Out of contention 
for the postseason, Ithaca buckled down 
and managed to win fl ve of its last six 
games. Coach Andy Byrne saw his team 
transform from hopeless to hopeful. 
"It's just experience," Byrne said. 
"The guys got a year under their belts, and 
they learned how to win__games." . 
Ithaca started this season where they 
had left off last year, going 3-1-1 in their 
first five.~ ind" -sconng eight goals. 
After three tough one-goal losses, the team 
erupted, finishing the season 6-1-1. 
The changes have been much more 
obvious on the field. An older and more 
aggressive squad has made its mark by 
scoring goals at the right time and play-
ing incredible defense. In the last eight 
games, Ithaca allowed just two goals 
while scoring 11. 
Anybody who has questioned Ithaca's 
moxie needn't look any further than last 
Sunday's Empire 8 tournament champi-
onship game. 
Up 1-0 midway through the first half, 
Ithaca sophomore Ben Visnyei drew his 
second yellow card of the game, forcing 
Ithaca to play down a man. Nazareth 
quickly capitalized on the advantage and 
tied the score at one apiece before half-
time. ,, 
Perhaps the 2001 team wouldn't have 
been strong enough to hold a very good 
Nazareth team in check for 45 more min-
utes, but the 2002 squad was up to the task. 
Ithaca came out in the second half and 
played near-perfect soccer. 
Byrne wisely substituted as much as 
possible to keep his players fresh. The de-
fense constantly discouraged Nazareth at-
tackers with .superb defense and fantastic 
ball handling. The offense picked its spots 
well, generating several scoring opportu-
nities despite the disadvantage. • 
After senior goalkeeper Glenn 
Palmieri made a fantastic , save on a 
Nazareth breakaway, the Ithaca offense 
marched down the field. Junior Eric 
Deyle hustled in from the left side and 
snuck a shot past Nazareth goaltender 
Steve Hogan to go up 2-1. Ithaca's hard 
... .; work and determination culminated in 
· the tournament championship. 
So Ithaca will triumphantly head to the 
NCAA tournament a year after being one 
·of the doormats of Ithaca College sports. 
It just goes to show you what a summer 
. } of primping can do. 
Press Box appears in this space every 
week. E-mail Mario Fontana at 
thefont9@hotmail.com 
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FRESHMAN JOSH FELICETTI rolls out in Ithaca's 17-6 loss against Hobart Saturday. Felicetti was 15-for-38 for 165 yards, one 
touchdown and one interception after spending two weeks on the sidelines with a knee injury. 
Hobart likely .ends IC playoff bid 
BY CHARLIE ELLSWORTH 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Even with its starting quarterback, Itha-
ca couldn't prevent another disastrous day 
for the offense. 
With freshman Josh Felicetti returning to 
the: Bombers after sitting out almost three 
~~mes with a -knee I I 
mJury, Ithaca con-
tinued to stumble Football 
with the ball, gain-
ing just 231 total yards in a 17-6 loss to the 
Hobart Statesmen Saturday. 
The loss severely diminishes Ithaca's 
(6-2) chances of returning to the NCAA play-
offs. Hobart, meanwhile, improved to 7-0 for 
the flnHiine since 1954 and, nownnQCt first 
in the Upstate New York poll, is on·the inside 
track for a playoff berth. 
Felicetti, playing with a large brace on his 
right knee, was a shell of his pre-injury self, 
completing 15 of 38 passes for. 165 yards, 
one touchdown and one interception. More 
important, he did not make a single rushing 
attempt the entire game. . 
Ithaca called only one option play, pos-
sibly the Bombers' most dangerous play 
when Felicetti is at the helm. 
"I guess we have to come back and try 
to run that," he said. "I'm not going to be 
as effective ifl can't run every aspect of this 
offense." · · 
Felicetti injured his knee on the seventh 
play of the St. Lawrence game, then 
Bombshells 
OFFENSE OFF-MARK AGAIN 
watched as Ithaca stumbled in a shutout loss 
to Brockport and a 13-0 win over Utica. 
However, things seemed to be changing 
for Ithaca on the first drive of the Hobart 
game. Ithaca drove to the Hobart 28-yard 
line, and facing a fourth down and 3 yards 
to go, Felicetti connected with junior Pete 
McCaffrey on a streak to the end zone, 
putting Ithaca up 6-0. 
"After that first drive I thought we were 
going to roll on them," Felicetti said. "Hats 
off to [Hobart's] defense. They just stuck it 
up and played great the rest of the game." 
.Hobart coach Mike Cragg was disappointed 
in Ithaca's opening drive but picked up the 
chink in Ithaca's offensive armor. 
"They were . running the ball, tl_:iey were 
•wing the ball, but they weren't using the 
quarterback to run any of the option," Cragg 
said. "And he's a very gcxxl option quarterback. 
"A couple times when he rolled out he 
could have run for a first down and chose 
not to. That's when lsaid, 'Go back in cov-
erage, and try to make him lmrt us running."' 
Hobart held Ithaca to 151 yards the rest 
of the game, and the Bombers reached the 
Hobart red zone just one more time. That dri-
ve ended on a missed 37-yard field goal by 
freshman Nick Aiello, after freshman 
Justin Esposito dropped a pass in the end 
zone on third and 10 from the Statesmen 20-
yard line. 
Ithaca's struggling offense and senior Bri-
an Bicher's below-average.day punting (7-
for-32.7 yards per punt) continually gave Ho-
bart excellent field position against the 
Bombers' bend-but-don't-break defense. 
Hobart's first score came on just a 14-yard 
drive, three plays after junior Caleb Greer-Car-
ney fumbled early in the second quarter. The 
Statesmen's Ty Godinho, who finished with 
30 carries for 134 yards, took it in from the 
Ithaca I-yard line. , 
Hobart continued to wear down the Itha-
ca defense in the second half, holding the ball 
for almost 23 minutes compared to Ithaca's 
seven. After a 42-yard field goal in its second 
drive of the second half, Hobart ended the 
day's scoring in the fourth quarter with a 14-
play, 58-yard touchdown drive that ate up 8: 15 
of game time. 
Despite ~anying a lackluster offense for 60 
minutes, senior defensive end Dan Puckhaber 
put part 'of the blame on the defense. 
"It wasn't good enough," said Puckhaber, 
who had three sacks. "You can't rely on oth-
er people to do your job. You gotta do it your-
self and know your teammate will do his." 
Cortaca Jug tickets going fast 
Tickets for the Cortaca Jug game on 
Nov. 16 are on sale now at the Campus 
Center .ticket window. 
Only one ticket will be sold per person. 
Seats are $5 for students and $6 for faculty, 
· staff or administrators who· show Ithaca ID. 
Tickets have been sold out at Cortland. 
. Approximately 1,000 tickets are left and 
Cortland has announced that no tickets will 
be sold on the day of the game. 
Week 9 - Buffa.lo State 
Ithaca's 19 points in its last three games is the Bombers' 
lowest total since the 1954 season when coach Art OrJoske's 
team was shutout in th.e first three games of the season, fol-
lowed by a 46-12 loss to Alfred. 
THE OPPONENT 
Buffalo State (1-7) 
Buffalo, N.Y. 
Head coach: Bob Swank 
Last year: 1-8 
MARKS IS MAKING MOVES 
Senior wide receiver Mike Marks caught five passes for 
56 yards against Hobart to put him at 89 catches and 1,267 
yards for his career. Marks is now in seventh and eighth place 
in catches and yards, respectively. 
FRESHMAN LINEBACKER MAKES IMPACT 
Freshman Dustin Ross, in his first career start, made a 
game-high 13 tackles. Ross was starting for sophomore Jose 
Colon, who missed the game because of family matters. 
QUOTABLE 
"He's the most talented freshman quarterback I've ever 
[seen]. I want to pressure, attack, get him out of any kind 'of 
rhythm and get him rattled, I don't think we ever got him rat-
tled. He's very good." 
- Hobart coach Mike Cragg on Josh Felicetti. 
"[The seniors wh_o] came up to me ~fter the game told 
me, 'This feeling, it just better not happen again for the 
next three years that [you're] here.' So they're great, I 
know they won't be giving up, they're gonna play hard." 
- Josh Felicetti on the seniors reacting to the loss. 
HEAD TO HEAD 
All-time series: Ithaca leads, 9-7. 
Last meeting: Ithaca won afBuffalo State in 2001, 31-14. 
KEY PLAYERS 
After a 7-4 season in 2000, the Bengals have since gone 
2-15. Buffalo State's first win of the 2002 season came two 
weeks ago in a 21-14 game against .Montclair State (N.J.). 
.Buffalo State lost to Case Western Reserve last weekend, 
23-18, despite holding the Spartans 15 points under their sea-
son average. 
To highlight any positive aspect of the Bengals' offense is 
tough. They average just 10.5 points per game and have been 
blanked twice. · 
Felix Joyner has rushed for a team-leading 323 yards and 
three TDs, and Billy Edwards has 14 catches and one score. 
STAFF PREDICTIONS 
Brian Delaney, sports editor: If the Bombers' offense 
doesn't get its act together, Ithaca will lose out the rest of the 
season. That's a scary thought, but Ithaca will do enough to 
get by Buffalo State, 20-7. 
Adam Lebenstein, host of ''The Gridiron Report:" The 
Bomber offense showed signs of life last week but sputtered 
when it got into scoring position. This week, Ithaca will finish 
the job. Buffalo State would love to come n,ain Ithaca's final home 
game of the season. Won't happen: Bombers win, 27-7. 
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NYSWCAA championships 
IC has one last chance to shine 
Bombers p"laced third in states with pivoflll con/ erence tourney left to go 
BY ANDREW KROECKEL 
Staff Writer 
The Bombers' best chance for making the NCAA playoffs 
has always been winning the Empire 8 Conference tournament, 
which means last weekend's I I 
state tournament was just a stop Volleyball 
on the schedule. _ _ 
Good thing, too. 
The Bombers placed third at the NYSWCAA tournament last 
weekend after losing to NYU in the semifinals in four games (30-
23, 27-30, 21-30, 28-30), forcing them into the consolation match 
against Oneonta. 
After losing to NYU for the second time this season, Ithaca re-
bounded against Oneonta for a 3-0 win and the third-place finish. 
"Winning the state tournament doesn't give you an automatic 
bid [to the NCAA playoffs]," Donovan said. "It's just we need-. 
ed the competition, and we needed to do our best to perform 
well. And we performed better than we had in the past at this 
point." 
At various points this season, the Bombers have been prone 
to falling behind early. In the week of practice leading up to the 
tournament, the team stressed the importance of playing with 
heart and passion from the outset. 
Ithaca embraced this idea in the first game against NYU and 
was rewarded with an early lead. 
"We were really intense, and everything was coming together," 
senior Jessica Raymond said. "I don't know what happened af-
ter that. The second game we just lost the fire that we had in 
the first game, and they capitalized on it." 
After the first game the Bombers struggled with receiving 
NYU's serve. 
The Violets were able to score three to eight points in a row 
several times. NYU carried this momentum through the third 
game and late into the fourth, where the Bombers showed their 
resolve. 
With NYU leading 29-22 in the fourth, Ithaca took control 
of the' game b · · · _ -six suaight points. 
· · ets were able to stave off the Bomber assault by fin-
/ isliing the most important rally on an anticlimactic point as the 
/ ball rolled off a Bomber fingertip. 
_ "You could <;iefinitely tell i~ the other team's es that they 
were stared atthanime because we· were comir1 ad< so hard," 
junior Janet Hammond said. 
"We've been know_n for it all season ... to play the last 10 points 
· . , the game as hard as we can because either we're down or we'r~ 
racm~ to the ~ . IM we need to start and finish like that." 
Ithaca did finish quickly against Rochester in the quarterfi-
nals of the tournament, but they didn't start that way. 
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JUNIOR -JANET HAMMOND hits during an Empire 8 
E11st1,r1est playoff game as sophomore Shannan Barclay 
(8), freshman Meghan Morningstar (14) and senior Kristen 
Sharp (3) look on. 
Raymond said the Bombers again had difficulty motivating 
themselves for the beginning of a tournament; and, with Itha-
ca rotating sophomore Shannan Barclay and senior Kristen Sharp 
through the setter position, the Yellowjackets were able to force 
a split in the first two games. 
fense and a balanced attack. Sophomore Jen Cramer continued her 
outstanding defensive work and led the team with 19 digs, while 
Hammond paced the Bomber offense with 15 kills. 
"It's just confusing, and it doesn't run as smoothly as with 
one setter," Raymond said. "I don jt think the setting was real-
ly that much of an issue in the Rochester game, we just all-around 
weren't playing that focused." 
Although the Bombers didn't win the state tournament, Dono-
van was pleased to see her players begin to feed off each other 
and put some strings of solid play together. 
The Blue and Gold were able to tum it around with strong de- · 
"My goal for this weekend was to start playing and tapping 
into our ,potential, start to begin the peaking process," Dono-
van said. "I thought we did that." 
Blue and. Gold stick a playoff upset to Geneseo 
BY BILL D'ELIA 
Staff Writer 
from freshman Kelly Palmer. 
The game remained deadlocked at one 
all for the rest of regulation and into the 
Following a disappointing loss to overtime period. At 7:57 of overtime, 
Elmira a , weetc Palmer took a pass from senior tri-cap-
ago, the Bombers tain Tamara Payn and ended the game. 
thought their sea- ·Fi~ld hockey This was Palmer's second consecutive 
son was over. game in which she tal-
together," senior tri-captain Heather 
Meyer said. ''We didn't play as individu-
als, we played together." 
The play of the two teams was pretty 
equal, as Geneseo only outshot Ithaca 12-
11, but the major difference was not some-
thing visible on the statistics sheet. 
· "I think it was our 
But after rallying to win its final game lied both a goal and an , , 
of the season Saturday against Scranton assist; before that, she I think we really . 
(Pa.), the team earned a surprising bid to had not registered a 
the NYSWCAA playoffs. point all · season. 
heart and our fight," 
Meyer said. "We 
were focused and we 
came to play the team 
and I think that won it 
for us. We're evenly 
matched teams but 
we just wanted it 
inore." 
Today, not only is the Bombers' season Palmer was the differ-
still alive, but they are advancing to the ence between two 
semifinals of the NYSWCAA playoffs af- evenly matched teams. 
ter beating Geneseo in a 2-1 overtime · "It was nice be-
thriller Wednesday. cause Geneseo beat us 
played well as a 
team ... We didn't play 
as individuals, we 
played together. '' Freshman Nicole ~'It's nice to come into your first earlier in the year and 
game, knowing that it's all on the line and it was in overtime and 
to go out and play hard and play with heart it was a one goal dif-
and come out a winner," coach Tracey ference," Houk said. 
Houk said. "It's great." "This-was kind ·of a re-
-HEATHER MEYER Blum returned to the 
Senior Tri-Captain net for the Blue and 
Gold after two games 
off and had a solid per-
formance, making eight saves. Geneseo opened the scoring in peat of our game earlier, just a different 
Wednesday's game as Meg New took a outcome and we actually were a totally 
pass from Leslie Howlett 20 minutes and different team than the first time we 
nine seconds into the game and found the played Geneseo." 
back of the net. , Near the · end of the season, the 
That was the only score of the first half, · Bombers had · experienced difficulties 
but the South Hill squad came out and got working as a . team, but those problem·s -
a quick goal; l :29 into the second half, as - seemed to _ evaporate against the 
freshman Natasha, Snowden scored her · -Knights. 
third goal in the past two games, off a pass "I think we really played well as a team 
With the win, the Bombers advanced to 
the -NYSWCAA where they will face 
Rochester on Saturday, although the time 
· an(\ site are still to be determined. . 
"We do und~rstand that this is just the 
beginning," sertior tri-captain Amanda 
'wood-Friend said. ' ''It's not over, we 
haven't won states but we're all feeling re-
ally good." 
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Alumnus feeds thousands 
a dish of Ithaca football 
BY ANDREW KROECKEL 
Staff Writer 
,, 
Usually when the Bomber football team plays 
an away game, the only fans of the Blue and Gold 
who see it are those loyal enough to make the trip. 
Saturday, however, dedicated fans with back-
yard satellite dishes could have avoided the frigid 
conditions of the Bombers' 17-6 loss to the Ho-
bart Statesmen and been part of an international 
audience encompassing all of North America. 
Ithaca College Television's live broadcast of 
Ithaca's trip to Hobart was the first of its kind in 
school history as the student-run station made use 
of a satellite truck to feed the continent with lo-
cal Division III football. 
Making this new experience possible was Dave 
Weisman. A 1978 graduate of the college, Weis-
man, along with two partners, now runs Videolink, 
a 12-year-old company specializing in live tele-
vision production. 
As a television production major and member 
of the ICTV football crew while in college, Weis-
man never had the opportunity to do a live broad-
cast of an away game. 
Weisman wanted to make sure the current ICTV 
football crew had the chance that he never did. 
"It adds to the learning experience," Weisman 
said. "It's something different. They experience a 
different type of setup. It's like the real world. And 
that's the key - to teach them what it's like in 
the real world to try to do this." 
The idea was spawned over the summer when 
Weisman visited the college for his son Adam's 
freshman orientation. Weisman suggested the 
idea and offered the use of one of his two 
$600,000 satellite trucks to Dean Thomas Bohn 
of the Roy H. Park School of Communications, 
who readily agreed. 
"We hope it'll be an annual event," Bohn said. 
"That's what we're looking for. It's a terrific learn-
ing tool for our kids. They're learning something 
about what he does and he how he does it, and 
yet we' re producing the game and doing a great 
job of it. " 
Since his days at Ithaca, Weisman and his com-
pany have produced dozens of sporting events. 
ase in' Bo·stori, Philadelphia and Baltimore, 
Videolink covers most of the home games for the 
New England Patriots for ESPN, as well as press 
conferences for the Patriots and Philadelphia Ea-
gles. Weisn:ian also sends his trucks to cover the 
Boston Red Sox and other regional sports for the 
New England area. 
"Sports is a big thing because there are lots of 
venues and lots of coverage because people watch 
sports," Weisman said. 
Watching the game in the custom-designed, 26-
foot "Defiant VL" Ku-band satellite truck with 
Weisman were two of the five other Ithaca grad-
uates working for Videolink: Dave Simon '01 and 
Jason Holterhaus '02. 
Weisman offered to take all of his Ithaca alum-
ni, as the college provided the accommodations, 
but only the two were able to make the trip. The--.... 
job of running the truck, normally a one-man: op-
eration, was snapped up by Simon. 
As for the possibility of bringing his satellite 
truck back for more Bomber away games in the 
future, Weisman remains open but cautious. 
"I would do it once a year if they were inter-
ested," Weisman said. "If there's an audience for 
it, and they want to do it more often, we can try __ 
to make it more available." 
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MEMBERS OF THE Videolink team are, from 
left, freshman Alex Weisman, Dave Weisman 
'78, Dave Simon '01 and Jason Holterhaus '02. 
j 
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Sink or swin1: 
Bon1bers look 
to def end title 
BY NORIA LITAKER 
Staff Writer 
With four of its top five scorers 
back from its 
Empire 8 and 
state title-win-
ning squad, 
the men's 
swimming and 
diving team is 
Men's 
swimming and 
diving 
gearing up for another year full of 
intense meets and hard-nosed 
competition. 
Returning for the Bombers are 
individual defending state champi-
ons senior Mike Thurk, junior 
Sean Kavanaugh and sophomore 
Steve Barnes, along with talented 
junior sprinters Sasha Kuznezov 
and Matt Cisek. 
squad members in the Roy H. Park 
School of Communications ' Los 
Angeles program, the team has few-
er than 20 members, instead of the 
usual 30. 
"I know we are going to have a 
great year in terms of how we 
swim," Markwardt said. "It's just 
a question of if we kind of have 
enough bodies." 
The team will rely heavily on its 
eight freshmen, including Miguel 
Escobedo, Phil Herring, Mike 
Phelps and Bill Stokes, who have 
already impressed junior tri-captain 
Ryan Orser. 
"The freshman class is really 
strong and very talented, very ma-
ture mentally," Orser said. 
Thurk agreed. 
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"We've got some real experi-
ence. We've got some great talent, 
we 've got some returning state 
champions that obviously have 
the leadership ability to help us suc-
ceed," coach Kevin Markwardt 
said. 
"I think they are really going to 
step up," he said. "Where they are 
is going to dictate where the team is 
coming from because they make up 
such a large portion of the team." 
Balancing between sprinting 
and distance events will prove a 
challenge for the South Hill 
squad. While the Bombers are ex-
tremely strong in the distance 
events, Markwardt said the team 
does not have a great deal of depth 
in the sprints. In order to fill in the 
gaps, some middle-distance 
swimmers will have to swim in the 
sprints, especially in relays. 
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FRESHMAN BILL STO~ES swims Saturday against RPI. The Bombers emerged victorious in their first 
defense of their state title, and will travel this weekend to compete in the Harvest Relays. 
While the core of Ithaca's 
squad remai~s intact, the team 
will have to find a way to overcome 
the loss of 10 seniors, including star 
butterflyer Dave Balta, who grad-
uated in May. 
"It's going to be a group effort," 
tri-captain Thurk said. "He was 
such a valuable part of the team, 
everyone is going to have to step 
up. We'll take aspects from each 
person to make sure his spot is 
filled." 
Another challenge the 
Senior diver Devin Fay and ju-
nior diver Mike Furstoss will also 
play a pivotal role in the team's suc-
cess. Markwardt touted the pair "as 
strong or stronger as anybody in the 
conference in diving." 
Olympian Karen Laface will help 
the divers, who, Markwardt said, 
think LaFace is "fantastic." 
That combination will hopeful-
ly ensure another successful year for 
Ithaca. The Blue and Gold have en-
joyed 23 consecutive winning 
seagons and have no intention of 
ending this streak. 
Bombers must overcome is their 
small team size. Due to transfers, 
recruits who did not show up and 
"No one will outscore us in div-
ing this year," he said. 
New assistant coach and former 
"We take a lot of pride in this 
program and the fact that we are 
able to win meets, and to do it for 
Ithaca," said Thurk. "I think·that as 
much as we do it for ourselves 
we 're also doing it so Ithaca has a 
good swim team and we're really 
proud of that." 
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SENIOR DEVIN FAYE dives at Saturday's meet against RPI. 
Women looking to leave wakes at national tournament 
BY JOSH MCCANN 
Staff Writer 
It might be hard to imagine that the 
women's swimming and diving team has 
its sights set on a bigger prize than the gi-
gantic, gleaming gold cauldron that is the 
NYSWCAA trophy. 
But winning state titles has become al-
most a matter of 
routine for the 
Bombers, so 
coach Paula 
Miller has turned 
Women's 
swimming and 
diving 
to a loftier aspiration for this season 
climbing back into the national title hunt. 
"I'd love to break back into the top 10," 
she said. "We were there for quite a few 
years." 
In fact, the Bombers, who finished 15th 
at the 2001 NCAA meet, have placed in the 
top 10 at nationals 12 times during 
Miller's I 8-year tenure, the last in 1999. 
Whether the Blue and Gold can get there 
this season rests primarily on the collective 
shoulders of a massive, dominant junior class. 
All five Bombers who competed in last 
year's NCAA meet - four of whom 
earned All-American accolades together 
for placing fifth in the 800-yard 
freestyle relay - are now juniors, as are 
13 of the 17 returning letter winners. 
Although Miller pushes her swimmers 
to reach the upper echelon nationally, she 
refuses to belittle the importance of 
state competition. 
"What we do is shave and taper for that 
one meet, and that's when we're going to 
do our best times," Miller said. 
A year ago Miller 's team captured Itha-
ca's fifth state championship in the last 
six years, which was also the 11th title of 
her tenure and the 18th in the program's 
history. 
The humble Miller, who prefers that 
. the athletes rather than their coach receive 
the recognition for Ithaca's litany of past 
accomplishments, readily admits that 
this bumper crop of juniors was not cul-
tivated through an extraordinary recruit-
ing effort on her part. 
"A lot of it's really luck," Miller said. 
· "They were good athletes, and we just hap-
pened to meet their needs." 
Miller had hoped to gamer a similar-
ly large class of successful freshman this 
season. She was initially disappointed 
with the number of acceptances but has 
been pleasantly surprised by some walk-
on candidates, and she believes the 
newest Bombers will make an impact 
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JUNIOR EMILY CAREY races Saturday in a meet against RPI. The women won their 
first meet of the season, 156-85. 
right away. 
In fact , they may have to do so. Four 
juniors will miss portions of the season 
because their studies will carry them away 
from Ithaca. 
In the fall , the Bombers will be without 
juniors Andrea Farwell and Heather Nel-
son, their sixth- and seventh-leading point 
scorers a year ago. Then, during the 
spring, junior Michelle Yellin - an NCAA 
qualifier last year - will be in France. 
Junior Karrie Syck said the South Hill 
squad, currently in the thick of its training 
season, is working hard to make up for 
these losses, as well as that of Jen Peck '02. 
The Blue and Gold perform a bolstered 
weight lifting and dry land strengthening 
regimen as well as rigorous "doubles," or 
two-a-day practices, which will continue 
through their annual January pilgrimage to 
Florida. 
After training in the sun, the Blue and 
Gold will return to dreary Ithaca rested and 
ready to round into shape just in time for 
states in mid-February. 
"Once we rest our bodies, we're a lot 
stronger and then we can go a lot faster," 
said junior Megan Hughes, who earned 
three All-American accolades a year 819. 
Getting all swimmers on the same 
for states is especially important, 
said, since "the most crucial piece ta 
nationals is to get relays in, 
where you score the most • 
"I'm not going to go 
right now, but I think 
to qualify people in 
she said. "If we 
same day. 
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Grapplers look to replace big-time names 
Even with the departure of key wrestlers, 
a deep Bomber team should find success 
BY MICAH KARG "Steele has the potential to be a couple-
Staff Writer time national champ," Nichols said. 
He won't start his wrestling season until 
Despite losing three All-Americans to after the football schedule is complete, so the 
graduation, the Bombers have plenty to look soonest he can wrestle is Nov. 23 at the Cor-
forward to this season. nell Invitational. 
The squad returns 11 letter winners, in- This year the team lost national champi-
cluding key I on Tommy Hall '02, national runner-up Car-
wrestlers such as los Restrepo '02 and three-time All-Ameri-Wrestling 
senior co-captains can Ryan Ciotoli '02. Ciotoli is nqw an as-
Bill Parry and An- 11;; ... ======-=- sistant coach for the wrestling team while he 
drew Locke and sophomore All-American earns his master's degree; 
Marc Israel and sophomore Brian Steele, both Ciotoli was a national runner-up in 2000 and 
of whom competed at nationals last season. 2001. Last year he began competition in Jan-
Ithaca finished sixth in the country last uary because of a tom anterior cruciate liga-
year, which was the best season so far un- ment. While on the sidelines, he said he gained 
der coach Marty Nichols. Nichols said he ex- valuable experience learning coaching skills. 
pects great things out of the crew this year. "Ryan is great to have here," Nichols said. 
"The ultimate goal is __________ "He knows how to win and 
to win a national cham- ' ' Steele has the leads by ~xperience." 
pionship," he said. Sophomore Casey Beach 
One wrestler who potential to be a will start at 157 pounds. He 
will play an important gained experience last season 
role in attaining that feat couple-time national filling in for . the injured 
is Israel. Last year he , , Ciotoli. Beach wrestled in 
wrestled at the 141- champ. summer ' leagues and has 
pound weight class and come into · this season in 
will move up to the 149- -MARTY NICHOLS great shape. 
pound class this season. Wrestling Coach Sophomores Macario Al-
"Israel surprised me a varez (125 pounds) and 
little bit, es~ly in nationals," Locke said. Lance Dolson (133 pounds) have big shoes 
"He's gonna be great again this year." to fill, taking over for Restrepo and Hall. Al-
Israel said he didn ' t know what to ex- varez and Dolson each still have four years 
pect last season but is satisfied by his re- of eligibility remaining, since they both red-
sults. This season he has a grasp on what shirted fresbman year. 
to look forward to. Though injuri~s played a role at the start 
"This year there's more pressure so I just of last season, thus far everyone on the team 
gotta w · · , ready to begin. the quest for 
"l' e to place higher than I did last year." the national championship. 
Steele, a two-sport athlete who starts af For the 20th consecutive year the 
defensive end for the football team, had a ·Bombers will open the season hostinp the 
record of 22-5 last ~eason in the l!ea~eigh~-- . I~ Invitational. Six~n teams will be pre-
division, and Nichols expects him to be one sent from the Northeast region. The touma-
of the top· five to l0 heavyweight wrestlers ment begins on Friday at 11 a.m. and con-
in the country. eludes on Saturday evening. 
Bomber 
Roundup 
Men's aquatics 
Saturday 
The men's swimming and diving ~am 
began the season with a splash, defeating 
RPI, 143.5 to 93.5, Saturday afternoon at 
the Hill Center pool. 
Three double-event winners led the 
Bombers to victory. 
Junior tri-captain Sean Kavanaugh 
won the 200-yard backstroke (2:02.51) 
along with the 200 individual medley race 
(2:02.48). 
Sophomore Steve Barnes captured 
both of the distance freestyle events, the 
500-yard freestyle (4:56.35) and the 
1,000-yard freestyle (10: 12.09). 
Senior diver Devin Fay was ~ictorious 
in both the 1-meter and 3-meter diving 
competitions. 
Junior Mike Furstoss was not far behind 
Fay as he placed second in both diving events. 
· Senior tri-captain Mike Thurk won the 
200-breaststroke (2: 17 .96), inching out ju-
nior teammate Ryan Orser (2: 18.17) on the 
home stretch. . 
Ithaca was also bolstered by tt strong per-
formance in the 400 medley relay. The re-
lay team of Kavanaugh, Thurk, sophomore 
Jay Sellers· and junior Sasha Kuznezov fin-
ished first, while the team of Orser, fresh-
men Miguel Escobedo and Peter Cirka and 
sophomore Ryan Lake placed second. 
The team will compete in the Harvest 
Relays at Rochester on Saturday. 
Women's aquatics · 
Saturday 
The Bombers took advantage of their 
team depth to open the season with a re-
sounding 156-85 defeat of RPI Saturday. The 
Bombers, hosting one of their four home 
meets this season, won eight of 13 events. 
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FRESHMAN NATASHA SNOWDEN scrambles for the ball against Nazareth Oct. 7. 
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. SENIOR BILL PARRY gets held up by senior Andrew Lock~ during practice Friday. 
The South Hill squad's size was the dif-
ference, though, since the Bombers took 
second in nine events and recorded third-
place finishes in 11 events. 
RPI's roster includes just 16 athletes, 
compared to 30 for the Blue and Gold. 
Junior diver Kristen Shorette qualified for 
the NCAA meet by scoring 249 points in the 
I-meter diving competition. Shorette also 
placed first in the 3-meter dive. 
In the swimming events, junior Megan 
Hughes won two races, the 500- and 1,000-
yard freestyle events. 
RPI's Meghan Hartman set two pool 
records, in the 200-yard breaststroke and the 
200-yard individual medley. Allison Greer 
was also a double winner for the Red Hawks. 
Ithaca travels to Rochester on Saturday 
for the Harvest Relays. 
Field hockey 
·saturday 
The Bombers ended their regular sea-
son Saturday with a 3-2 win against 
Scranton (Pa.). 
Scranton opened the scoring at seven min-
utes and 35 seconds of the first half, and Itha-
ca tied the game up at 8:40 when freshman 
Kelly Palmer scored her first career goal off 
a pass from sophomore Brooke Aldrich. 
Scranton pullc;d ahead once again at 
20: 1.2 of the first when Jennifer Bostwick 
scored, but the Blue and Gold tied the game 
and then went ahead on a pair of goals from 
freshman Natasha Snowden. 
Ithaca dominated Scranton in the shots de-
partment, 20-5, with Scranton's goalie Kim 
Reynolds making 15 saves in a losing effort. 
Men's soccer 
Saturday 
The top-seeded Bombers survived a 
scare from fourth-seeded Elmira in the 
semifinal round of the Empire 8 Confer-
ence's first-ever postseason tournament. 
Junior forward Eric Deyle provided his 
team-leading seventh goal for the Blue and 
Gold (10-5-2), who hung on to win a squeak-
er and advance to Sunday's championship. 
But it was freshman Tom Nevinger who 
created the scoring opportunity in the 29th 
minute. Nevinger received a pass at the 
halfway line, quickly turned away from his 
defender and began to motor upfield. 
When several Soaring Eagles came over to 
cut him off, he led the streaking Deyle with 
a perfect feed. 
Ithaca dominated play for much of the 
first half at blustery Carp Wood Field, out- · 
shooting Elmira, 12-4. The Soaring Eagles 
went on the offensive late, but senior goalie 
Glenn Palmeri led another solid effort by 
the Bomber backline to record his sixth 
shutout of the season. 
SpOrts 
Shorts 
Bombers earn honors 
Junior Eric Dey le and senior Glenn 
Palmieri of the men's soccer team and 
senior Dan Puckhaber of the football team 
were honored by the Emprre 8 for their play 
last weekend. 
Deyle was named men's soccer player 
of the week after scoring a pair of goals in 
Ithaca's championship run through the con-
ferj;!nce tournament. 
Palmieri snagged goalie of the week 
honors after making six saves in Ithaca's 
two games, including a shutout of Elmira. 
Puckhaber, a defensive 'end, made a ca-
reer-high nine tackles and three sacks in Itha-
ca's 17-6 loss to Hobart. 
- . 
Ithaca: We have a problem 
The football team lost Saturday at Hobart, 
17-6, diminishing its chances of earning an 
NCAA playoff berth. - Page 24 
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